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TYPE 9234-4550 2PDT, 2AM P, MAGNETIC LATCH RELAY

TYPE 9200-5091 2PDT, 2AM P, RELAY

(BRACKET MOUNTING, SOLDER HOOK TERMINALS, HERMETICALLY SEALED)

(STUD MOUNTING, SOLDER HOOK TERMINALS, HERMETICALLY SEALED]

TYPE 9200-5072 2PDT, 2AM P, RELAY (PLUG-IN OR PRINTED CIRCUIT MOUNTING, HERMETICALLY SEALED)

SUBMINIATURE

CRYSTAL CAN RELAY

torture-tested

to perfection

for big

relay performance

(SHOWN ABOVE... ACTUAL SIZ

These sensitive Leach subminiature relays deliver big relay per-
formance ... in a crystal can size that makes them ideal for use in

missile control ch'cuits in airborne or ground equipment and in com-
puter and printed circuits.

Torture-tested to perfection in the Leach Production Reliability
Center, these subminiatures are designed to meet the critical ex-
tremes of vibration, shock and other stringent environmental re-

quirements in military and commercial applications.
They meet the specifications of both MIL-R-25018 and MIL-R-

5757C—as well as MIL-R-6106C, including the minimum current
test requirements.
Uniform contact pressure and overtravel are guaranteed for the

life of these balanced-armature relays. They are available in a wide
range of socket, stud and bracket mountings to meet specific cus-
tomer requirements.

Write today for Leach Crystal Can Relay Brochure containing
specifications, typical ratings and other information on these sub-
miniatures! Or contact your nearest Leach sales representative to

discuss your specific subminiature relay requirements.

LOOK TO LEACH
RELAY DIVISION... LEACH CORPORATION
5915 AVALON BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 3

DISTRICT OFFICES AND FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S. AND CANADA • EXPORT: LEACH CORP., INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
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Day or
night.,

on station

s<Somewhere at sea, crews of U.S. military patrol

aircraft are intent on preventing a surprise attack by

enemy bombers. Critical to the success of this patrol

network is continuous knowledge of position and attitude.

For all missions" of long flight times, Autonetics has

developed and produced stellar-monitored inertial navi-

gation systems of maximum accuracy and reliability.

These systems make use of periodic starlight informa-

tion . . . day or night ... to correct for the gyro drift

inherent in all pure inertial systems.

Autonetics stellar-inertial subsystems are now being

produced for the advanced supersonic B-70 bomber,

and to meet requirements for AEW . . . BMEW . . . recon-

naissance . . . and tanker aircraft.

Stellar-inertial navigation by Autonetics
A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA— REGIONAL OFFICES: WASHINGTON, D.C. AND DAYTON, OHIO

INERTIAL NAVIGATION /ARMAMENT CONTROL/ FLIGHT CONTROL/ COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING
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SPACE COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS

-Helix antenna
tracks long and medium-range missiles

Telemetry circuits between missile (or satellite) and ground station

are reliably maintained with the Andrew Quad-Helix Array. This

system offers low vswr, high gain, and easy control.

Gain is 17.5 db at 265 mc, 14.5 db at 215 mc. vswr is less than 2.0:1

across this range. Polarization is right hand circular; impedance 50

ohms. Counterbalanced rotator provides 180° elevation and 720° azi-

muth tracking at speeds from 0° to 30° per second.

Optional remote control unit regulates speed and direction.

OTHER ANDREW GROUND-AIR ANTENNAS
TRI-HELIX ANTENNA

880-990 MC 17.5 DB GAIN TYPE 81068

HELIX ANTENNAS
FREQUENCY GAIN TYPE NUMBER
108-132 mc 12 db H 19110A-1

215-265 mc 10.5 db H 50140 A
215-265 mc 13 db H 19110A-2

260-320 mc 13 db H 19110A-3

320-400 mc 13 db H 19110 A-4

400-500 mc 12 db H 19110A-5

DISCONE ANTENNAS
FREQUENCY TYPE NUMBER
25-50 mc 50154 VISIT WESCON BO

50-108 mc 51150

108-215 mc 19050-1

215-420 mc 19050-2

420-1000 mc 19050-3 /
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COVER: An Air Force experi-

mental Alias ICBM nose cone,

which on July 21 became the

largest re-entry vehicle re-

covered after intercontinental

flight. Built by GE.

VACUUM-jacketed liquid hy-
drogen transfer line 2000 feet

long connects Air Products'

West Palm Beach, Fla., plant

with a Pratt & Whitney test

area. See report on liquid hy-
drogen, p. 21.

PART of propellant utilization

control system produced by
Servomechanisms, Inc., to pro-

vide for simultaneous depletion

of missile engine fuel and oxi-

dizer. See controls story, p. 23.

SIMPLIFIED APU developed
by AiResearch uses only half

the valves and parts of conven-
tional units and can be modified
for use with solid propellants.

See APU story, p. 31.
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East Fights for Prime Missile Contracts

Business amounts to $1 billion a year in New York alone, but

there's a dearth of prime contracts. First of a series on the

Middle Atlantic States 17

Air Force Wants Added Billions and Authority

It stresses third generation ICBM, military satellites, maneuver-
able vehicles, ALBM, and moon bases. First of a series on Penta-

gon planning 19

Project Tepee May Undercut Need for BMEWS
But the new development will only supplement Midas 45

Explorer VI Gives NASA New Tracking Capability

Solar-celled power unit slated for deep space probe 46

Cost, Handling Problems Knock Out Boron Program
Production curtailed after $200 million R&D expense 48
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Nation's Liquid Hydrogen Output Rises

Industry-government cooperation is building large tonnage plants

for the "ultimate" chemical fuel—until recently a laboratory

curiosity 21

ASTRONAUTICS ENGINEERING
U.S. Reg. Pdg.

Engine Controls Are Demanding New Art

Environmental demands are running ahead of component im-

provements; much effort is given to improving servo loops .... 23

ASTRIONICS

APU's—An Oft-neglected $25 Million Business
Report shows that gas-turbines are first choice for missile auxiliary

power units, with batteries close behind; exotic sources still in

the future; crash programs make complications 31
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How to turn your telephone into a conference room
Another of the many ways ITT electronics saves time and money and speeds output

Flick the dial of an ITT intercommuni-

cation telephone.

Instantly, it becomes a "conference

room"—linking 10 key people simul-

taneously.

They talk together, exchange ideas,

reach decisions — without leaving their

desks!

ITT electronics—a help for business

This ten-party conference telephone is

one of hundreds of ideas developed by
ITT's Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company and other ITT units to help

perform tasks—faster.

ITT supplies telephone systems for

entire countries. It develops communi-
cations and guidance for missiles; radio

aids for aircraft and ships; microwave
systems that control the flow of oil, gas,

and electric power.

Nations are joined by ITT coaxial

cable systems; news of the world is

broadcast by ITT transmitters and
power tubes—in fact, ITT equipment
is produced for every communica-
tions need of business, industry, and
government.

Skills for international projects

ITT has decades of experience in op-

erating nationwide telephone networks.
ITT System commercial circuits—
cables, radiotelephone, radiotelegraph,

and marine radio—cover the earth.

An ITT System company operates

and maintains the 3,000-mile DEW Line
in the Arctic, the White Alice com-
munication network in Alaska, and
other vital lifelines of defense. ITT
has the senior part in planning the
modernization and extension of the Air

Force's global communications conct

called AIRCOM.

In countless other ways ITT Systi

research, production, and service i

speeding the world's growing commu
cations traffic.

For information on any communi
tions system write to ITT, 67 Bro
Street, New York 4, N.Y.

HE
. . . the largest American-owned world-w,

electronic and telecommunication enterpn

with 101 research and manufacturing units,

operating companies and 130,000 employe

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 67 Broad Street, New York 4, N.V.

ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION - ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES • INTELEX SYSTEMS INCORPORAT

Al R M ATI C SYSTEMS CORPORATION • KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE Bt RAC

CORPORATION • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • I NTERNATION

STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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Outperforming all operational target missiles,

Ryan's transonic Firebee has just set new
world'srecordsforaltitudeandduration-at-altitude.

... it flies higher—59,000 feet

... it flies longer— 96.8 minutes (77V2 minutes
above 50,000 feet!)

... it flies faster—Mach .95

Now being produced for the Air Force (Q-2C ver-

sion), Ryan's new transonic Firebee contains
advanced, built-in auxiliary devices to better simu-
late enemy aircraft. It has the performance needed

to challenge America's most advanced weapon sys-

tems under realistic combat conditions.

The transonic Firebee is the result of Ryan's
unmatched ten years of design and operational

experience in the jet target field.

In 1949, Ryan built the first jet target missile

. . . today more Firebees are in service—with the

Air Force, Navy, Army, and Royal Canadian Air

Force— than all other jet targets combined ... and
now, with this new transonic Firebee, Ryan gives

proof again of its continued leadership in the design

and development of jet targets.

RYAN OFFERS CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES TO ENGINEERS

1

RYAN BUILD
* S • ELECTRONICS

Ryan Aeronautical Company, San Diego* Calif.

fffsiles and rockets, August 17, 1959



Jbrtkeconquestofspace m
opment of second and third genei

tion strategic, tactical, and air <(]

fense missiles.

Significant, too, is the poienM
performance of storable combirl

tions. Research points to energy yieK

as high as 400 seconds of altitui

specific impulse—performance 20 pfl

cent higher than that of today's co

binations. These high-energy yiel

will offer new capabilities and great;

flexibility for America's scientific a
|

military programs.

Stepping stones to Space

Rocketdyne has designed and biij

much of today's operating hardwai

in the high-thrust rocket field. Ej

gines by Rocketdyne power most
j

the military and scientific projec;

"MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
DEPARTING LUNA 2205 ZEBRA"
This message, flashed across a quar-

ter-million miles to Washington, D.C.,

will be awaited anxiously by millions.

But even then our first expedition to

the moon will still face its most cru-

cial test— the journey home to earth.

The success of that trip will depend

in large part on rocket propellants—
fuels and oxidizers that will have been

stored for days in the tanks of the

expeditionary vehicle and yet will re-

spond instantly when needed.

Storable liquid propellants is one of

the fields in which Rocketdyne has

anticipated the future. For more than

ten years, its propellant chemists have

been studying, engineering, and test-

ing combinations of storable fuels and

oxidizers for greater storability and

higher energy.

Storability PLUS high energy

Rocketdyne has tested these combina-

tions in all production and experimen-

tal engines. The results prove that to-

day's storable fuels and oxidizers have

these important capabilities:

(1) High performance, even after

months or years of storage; (2)

Stability over a wide temperature

range, permitting storage in missile

tanks without rigid environmental

controls; (3) Dependable perform-

ance, predictable even at extremes of

heat and cold; (4) Instant readiness

for firing at any time during the stor-

age period; (5) Energy yields equal

to or higher than those of conven-

tional propellant combinations.

Second-generation missiles

The tests also prove that engines

developed for conventional propellants

can be converted to storable combina-

tions rapidly and inexpensively — a

significant consideration in the devel-

FOWER FOR AMERICA'S MISSIL

Thrust chamber product*

line for Thor and Jitpit

at Rocketdyne's Neosi

Mo., facility moves smooth

sponsored by Air Force, Army, ai

NASA. This experience now becom

the point-of-departure for tomorrov

journeys into the unknown.

FIRST WITH POWER
FOR OUTER SPACE ROCKETDYNE tt 1

A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
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Washington Countdown
IN THE PENTAGON

Davy Crockett is seen . .

.

more and more as the Army's limited war
weapon par excellence. Davy—an in-house

project at Rock Island, 111.,—is reported to

be designed to carry a nuclear warhead of

sub-kiloton yield. The still secret missile will

be fired by a GI from a bazooka tube.

• • •

The Navy is pushing . .

.

for a joint space command to operate the

vast military space and missile facilities on
the West Coast. Of course, such a command
would include the huge new Pacific Missile

Range.
• • •

Lack of missile ranges . .

.

in Western Europe will lead to the increasing

use of U.S. ranges for the training of Euro-

pean NATO missile units. Suggestions that

France open up its Sahara Missile Range
south of Colomb Bechar for NATO training

have received a very chilly reception in Paris.

• • •

The cut in B-58's . . .

from 40 to 32 for FY '60 is only a sign that

the bombers cost more than anticipated—not a

sign that manned bombers are being phased

out in favor of missiles—at least so far. The
Mach 2 B-58 price tag: about $15 million

each.
• • •

The codeword Agena . .

.

is ARPA's new name for the orbiting upper

stage of its Discoverer vehicle. The Lockheed
upper stage is powered by the Bell Hustler

liquid engine.
• • •

The smart money . .

.

now is on an early September launching of

an operational Convair Atlas from Vandenberg
AFB. The successful launching of an Atlas

from Cape Canaveral Aug. 11 appeared to

cinch the matter.

ON CAPITOL HILL

The last act . .

.

of the Hebert Investigation may not come
until shortly before Christmas. The House
subcommittee probably will adjourn its in-

vestigation of the so-called "munitions lobby"

when Congress quits for the year—sometime

in the next few weeks. The hearings then

would be resumed about early December for

an airing of some specific cases.

Congressmen are worried . . .

over the possible development by Russia of

poison gas missiles. Experts have told the

House Space Committee that chemical war-

fare could be as dangerous an all-out threat

as nuclear war . . . and more advantageous

to the enemy.

AT NASA
NASA's deep space probe . .

.

schedule this fall includes one moon orbit

and one sun orbit. An attempt will be made
to orbit the Atlas Able IV vehicle around the

moon about Oct. 8—the date when the moon
is farthest south. In December, NASA will

attempt to send Thor Able IV to join Mechta

and Pioneer IV as a miniature satellite of the

sun, but with a transmitter which would

send information to earth from as far away as

50 million miles.
• • •

Amateur hams and astronomers . .

.

are furious over NASA's decision not to re-

lease the frequency of Explorer Vis big 40-

watt transmitter. NASA contends that the fre-

quency must be kept secret because it is

one used by the military. The hams contend

NASA released similar information on Pioneer

IVs frequency. Among the protesters is a

group of scientists at the Case Institute of

Technology and Standard Oil in Cleveland.

They have their own satellite tracking station

and were one of the few western groups to

track the Russian Mechta.

AROUND TOWN
Speculation is . .

.

that the Soviets may try to strengthen the

hand of Premier Krushchev on his U.S. visit

by either orbiting the moon or sending man
into space. The most favorable astronomical

time for a moon shot would be a few days

before the beginning of Krushchev's visit on

Sept. 15. That would give the Soviets time

to determine the success of the launching be-

fore the visit and "to time the announcement"

with his arrival.

• • •

Sept. 5 is a likely time . .

.

for the Russians to announce a manned space

flight—simple ballistic trajectory. It's the birth-

day of Russian rocket pioneer Konstantin

Ziolkovsky.
• • •

Shipments of Hikes . .

.

will soon be heading for Denmark. The Danes

are expected to be sent a total of 40 Western

Electric Nikes—some Ajax, some Hercules.

9



VAP-AIR'S YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CAN SAVE YOU HUNDREDS

OF SPECIALIZED MAN-HOURS in solving

critical thermal control problem

a case in point:

sophisticated problem:
AIR TEMP CONTROL IN MACH 2 MANNED CRAFT

Needed:

absolute accuracy under severe G
conditions, light weight, safety in case of

electrical failure, sensitivity throughout

a wide ambient temperature spectrum,

low initial cost, simple maintenance,

interchangeable parts for

3 complete air temp systems:

cabin temperature

pressure suit

electronic compartment

simple solution
VAP-AIR ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC
CONTROL SYSTEM

The 3 basic components shown at

right, interconnected by VAP-AIR
designed electrical circuits met
all these requirements... with response

rates full open to full close of less

than three seconds. Because all pick-ups

and valves have the same resistance

value, several systems for one

craft can use the same parts!

DUCT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
One of many types made by Vapor,

including thermistors, wire-wound re-

sistance-temperature pick-ups, mer-

cury contact thermostats, or the new
MERCISTOR.

VALVE AND ACTUATOR
Two types: ON-OFF; or full-modulating, vari-

able opening. Considerably lighter and smaller

than electric valves, lighter than other pneu-

matic valves. Provides accurate hot and cold air

proportioning. Other coaxial designs available

for minimum envelope and rugged light weight.

CONTROLLER
Automatic or manual precision

Magnetic Amplifier Power Control-

ler acts as temperature controller,

power converter, and transformer.

Safe, simple, rugged, reliable!

CALL ON VAP-AIR FOR SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AID WHENEVER A TEMPERATURE CONTROL PROBLEM ARISES:

AIR TEMPERATURE: Instrument & electronic com-
partments, cabins, cockpits, windshield and wing

LIQUID TEMPERATURE: All liquids, including fuel

systems, batteries, exotic rocket fuels, Hz 2 , acids.

SURFACE TEMPERATURE: Anti-icing, de-icing, na-

celles, primary heat exchangers, generators, alternators,

canopies, bearings, gyroscopes, accelerometers.

Detailed data and problem analysis for those who design for flight.

Write on your letterhead, specify type of equipment or natute

of problem.

VAP-AIR
The Aeronautical Division of

iVAPOR HEATING CORPORATION
80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, I1L Dept. 26-H.

Vapor Heating (Canada) Limited

3955 Courtrai Ave., Montreal 26, Quebec
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Boeing engineers work in small groups. Ability
and initiative get plenty of visibility.

Test of ballistic missile propulsion system.

Other tests cover space vehicle control units.

1 120th scale model of unmanned Martian
reconnaissance vehicle, a Boeing study project.

Environment for Dynamic Career Growth
for Engineers and Scientists

Ability is important in getting ahead in engineering and
science. But of almost equal importance is the environment
in which you work. A dynamic environment that provides

challenge and scope, unexcelled facilities, and plenty of room

J
at the top, can accelerate your advance to higher levels of

j
responsibility and income.

I This is the kind of environment you'll find at Boeing . . . pic-

Itured and described in Boeing's new 24-page booklet, "En-
jvironment for Dynamic Career Growth."

I The booklet, in addition, reports on engineering and science

[assignments in connection with current Boeing projects

—

I

from advanced military and commercial jet aircraft to space

|
vehicles, guided missiles and intercontinental ballistic mis-

siles. It also outlines Boeing research and development
i| activities, and documents the dynamic Boeing environment
that fosters career growth of engineers and scientists.

There are openings at Boeing, now, for engineers and
scientists of all categories, all experience and educational

levels. A Boeing assignment in Research, Design, Production

"I or Service could be the answer to your future.

resiles and rockets, August 17, 1959

Mr. Stanley M. Little

Boeing Airplane Company

P. 0. Box 3822 -MIF

Seattle 24, Washington

Please send me a free copy of "Environment for Dynamic

Career Growth."

Name

Address

Degree (s) ......

Field of Interest

.

.City. .State.

II



DELIVERED-thousands]
off missile APUs 1

1 . Solid propellant—hydraulic output 2. Liquid propellant—hydraulic and electric output 3. Solid propellant— electric and mechanical drive out,

4. Liquid propellant—hydraulic and electric output 5. Solid propellant—hydraulic and electric output

6. Solid propellant—hydraulic, electric and steering outputs

AiResearch has designed, developed,

manufactured and delivered thousands

of missile accessory power units. Ex-

tremely reliable and lightweight, these

various solid and liquid monopropel-

lant APUs are completely self-sustain-

ing within the missile system. Designed

to minimum space and weight require-

ments, they are built to withstand high

G loading and severe temperature
extremes.

The several units pic

tured above provide hydraulic, elec-

trical and/or steering surface control

depending on the customer's require-

ment. Delivered horsepower ranges

from 1.2 to 35 h.p. over hot gas oper-

ating durations from 30 seconds to 20

minutes. Electrical regulation is main-

tained as closely as * lA%. A significant

advance in missile APUs is unit #6
pictured above. This package repre-

sents the first integrated hydraulic and
electrical power unit providing

a steering surface actuation syst

These tailored systems utilize

extensive hardware experience
complete laboratory, test and pro*

tion facilities of AiResearch nee

for quick and efficient quan!
production of complex APU syste

AiResearch is the world's largest I

most experienced manufacture]!
lightweight turbomachinery — the

component of its APU systems. Ti

inquiries are invited.

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions
Los Angeles 45, California • Phoenix, Arizona

Systems, Packages and Components for: aircraft, missile, electronic, nuclear and industrial applicatio

12 missiles and rockets, August 17, 11



YSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
iiiurrently seeking scientists and engineers in various skill areas.

f part of this effort, I have been given the opportunity to tell you

yiTiething about our organization.

'

;t me begin by giving you some general facts about the Corporation;

gC is a non-profit organization chartered to work in fields

taining to public welfare, the advancement of science, and

ional defense. The Corporation's name implies its function — the

elopment of systems. Specifically, we are concerned with large,

Hnplex information processing systems with a high degree of

omation. Development of these systems is accomplished through

II application of knowledge in the areas of applied mathematics,

||ineering, and psychology, to problems of over-all system design,

a processing techniques and optimum man-machine relationships.

ur work is system-oriented, rather than concerned with the

ign or manufacture of hardware components. As a result of this

Is of specialization, we have assumed major responsibilities in the

elopment of systems such as the SAGE (Semi-Automatic

lund Environment) Air Defense System and the world-wide

ategic Air Command Control System, and in the integration of

functional responsibilities of these systems with other military

:tronic support systems.

scause the scope of our activities is rapidly increasing, we are

landing our staff. In this message I am specifically addressing

mg engineers with advanced training and proved analytical

lity in the areas of weapons system analysis, noise and

)rmation theory, ECM, electromagnetic intelligence and allied

ds. If you are qualified, and our corporate activities sound

^resting to you, we would like to hear from you. Address inquiries

marding our Santa Monica, California facility to Mr. R. W. Frost,

B4Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, California. Inquiries regarding

nr Lodi, New Jersey facility should be addressed to Mr. R. L. Obrey,

Ix 2651, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N.Y. These gentlemen

vil see that your letter receives prompt attention and confidential

iatment."

David Green, Assistant Director for Plans,

Operations and Management Research Directorate



AEROJET

for

miss-distance

detection

FIRETRAC

firing error

trajectory recorder

and computer

Aerojet's FIRETRAC

is a highly accurate system

for measuring the

relative trajectory, velocity, and

miss-distance of a missile

with respect to a target drone at

which it is fired. This

information permits rapid evaluation of missiles,

guidance systems, fire control systems,

and training operations.

FIRETRAC configurations have been

designed for the following drones: F6F, F9F,

QF-80, KDA (Q-2), KDB, and QB-47.

Installations for drones of other types

can be provided as required.

Designed and developed for the Navy's

Bureau of Aeronautics, FIRETRAC

is a product of Aerojet's

Ordnance Engineering Division

at Frederick, Md.

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE GENERAL TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY
(Plants at Azusa and near Sacramento, California; and Frederick, Maryland)

Engineers, scientists— investigate outstanding opportunities at Aerojet.
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Industry Countdown
MANUFACTURING

Total of 6000 Sidewinders . . .

will be produced in Europe—5000 by

Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer of Ueberlingen,

Germany. The air-to-air missiles will go aboard

Lockheed F-104G's, which are being bought

in quantity by West German Air Force.

Nord 5103 will be standard armament of

Fiat G-91 lightweight fighters also being sup-

plied to West Germany.
• • •

Still alive. . . .

transpiration cooling for re-entry. General

Electric's Missile and Space Vehicle Depart-

ment, Philadelphia, is devoting considerable

research effort in this direction. Needed:

proper materials.
• • •

All-out campaign . . .

for missile business is being cranked up by

Bethlehem Steel. Despite late start, company
figures it soon can equal and pass U.S. SteePs

present lead in field of high-strength, high-

temperature steels.

• • •

New Pacific press brake . . .

(with 500-ton push) is being used by Boeing

Airplane to hasten developments in titanium

and other high-temperature metal shaping.

Re-shaping Titan nose cone . . .

for faster re-entry is called for in $73 million

Air Force contract awarded Avco's Research

and advanced development division. Aim is

to nullify enemy countermeasures. New design

will require development of materials with

greater heat tolerances.

PROPULSION

Multi-vehicle lunar . . .

expedition will have greater chance of success

in the opinion of ABMA's Dr. Wernher von

Braun. He proposes that instead of single ve-

hicle, the operation include about six Saturn

vehicles to serve as tankers for a seventh,

which would carry a returnable payload.

• • •

Industry can solve . . .

orbital refueling problems, says von Braun,

if it devotes all the engineering attention they

require. The rocket expert says all three

military services and NASA would have to

pitch in together on logistical support of a

moon mission—-much like the all-out Navy
support of Admiral Byrd's South Pole

expedition.

ELECTRONICS

Inside word has it . . .

that both operational Atlas and Titan ICBM's
originally scheduled for gas-turbine APU's
will have to fall back on battery units. Reason:
Inability to meet extreme design specs within

development time allowed.

• • •

Difficulty in getting . . .

"on target" with narrow band (7°) radar is

causing modification of Pacific Missile Range's

FPS-16 tracking radar to incorporate optical

acquisition.

• • •

DOD now is standardizing . . .

environmental requirements for electronic

components. MIL-STD-446 sets forth eight

"discrete levels" of environmental conditions

applicable to equipment and component de-

sign. In the past, parts have been designed to

withstand random conditions. Standard also

is aimed at ultimate reduction of multitude

of electronic items entering military supply

channels.

WE HEAR THAT—

Latest wrinkle in . . .

hydraulic fluids is a metal with low melting

point. Fluid would be held by metal seals

perhaps at 1000°F and 6000 psi . . . Joint

French-German research center at St. Louis,

France, is being modernized. Facility dealing

primarily with ballistic problems is 50-50

proposition with two chief execs—one German
and the other a Frenchman . . . Although de-

livery isn't required until next year, Bristol Air-

craft Ltd. has just supplied Sweden with the

first of a batch of Bloodhound surface-to-air

missiles to facilitate training program for initial

unit to be located at Norrtalge . . . Need for

working as well as equity capital brought on

merger of C. T. L. Inc., creator of first U.S.

ablation re-entry nose cone (for Jupiter), with

Studebaker-Packard—which is now diversi-

fying into the missile industry . . . General

Electric's Lamp Metals and Components De-

partment, Cleveland, is offering pure molyb-

denum "HD" sheets with five times the room
temperature ductility of ordinary moly . . .

• • •

Molybdenum has cut the price of consum-

able electrode "Climelt" pure moly and moly

alloys from $9.85 a pound to $8.00. . . .

(Continued on page 40)
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NEWSISHAPPENINGATNORTHROP\

Radioplane drones shown hit to right! XQ-4B: RP-74; TtP-TTD; OQ19; SD1

RADIOPLANE CREATES FIRST FAMILY OF UNMANNED
AIRCRAFT TO TRAIN MEN, EVALUATE WEAPON SYSTEMS,
AND SURVEY ENEMY TERRITORY

Radioplane is the world's leading producer of drones

and space age recovery systems. As live targets,

drones perform as aircraft-then can be recovered by

parachute. As evaluators, drones simulate the appear-

ance of the enemy threat while they score ourweapon

systems' effectiveness. On surveillance missions,

drones are zero-length launched, fly cameras, take

photos, and return with information within minutes.

For 20 years Radioplane has led in the production of

drones. Radioplane's leadership in the field typifies

16

the years-ahead thinking that continues to produce

design concepts for tomorrow, hardware for today—

developed, produced, and delivered on time - at

minimum cost to the taxpayer.

RADIOPLANE 1
' Van Nuys, California, and El Paso, Texas

A Division oi NORTHROP CORPORATION

missiles and rockets, August 17, I



irst of a Series

East Fights for Missile Dollar

Business booms in the New York industrial complex

but area has yet to receive big prime missile contract—

battle with California grows hotter in congress

by William E. Howard

New York—Inside the East
oast's huge industrial complex sprawl-

g from New York to Philadelphia,

issiles today are big business. But

ere are strident complaints that they

lould be much bigger.

Missile manufacturing tops $1 bil-

jn a year in New York—yet the state

>es not have a single major missile

ime contractor. Some congressmen

aim bitterly that California is getting

r more than its rightful share. They
e now fighting for legislation to

>roaden" geographical distribution of

;fense procurement. (California is

jhting back.)

Over in New Jersey, despite the

ck of a prime missile systems con-

act, the picture is brighter. Radio
orporation of America is prime con-

acting BMEWS for an estimated

HO million and is heavily engaged

i radar, missile guidance and other

ork, including test equipment for the

rmy's anti-aircraft Hawk. And the

ate generally is packed with missile

jmponent and electronic production.

At Philadelphia, Phiko Corp. is co-

rime with General Electric, Utica,

I.Y., on the Navy's air-to-air Side-

inder. GE's Missile and Space Vehicle

lepartment in the "City of Brotherly

ove" holds over $100 million in con-

acts for Atlas and Thor nose cones

ad the Discoverer satellite re-entry

shicle.

Throughout this industrial "heart-

ind" there are scores of big and little

rms hard at work on. large missile sub-

ontracts. Across Pennsylvania to

ittsburgh, through "upstate" New
r

ork to Buffalo and out on Long
iland there are many more.

Defense Department procurement

gures indicate that the total for all

lissile-related spending in the three-

tate upper mid-Atlantic region is $3

illion or more.

lissiles and rockets, August 17, 1959

• New York slipping—But indus-

trialists and lawmakers fear that unless

prime missile/ space contracts are

brought into the area, the industry will

shrink. They point out that in 1961

missile appropriations very likely will

equal the amount for manned aircraft,

and after then, missiles will exceed air-

craft spending.

One Long Island banker notes that

during the Korean War, New York
firms received 15.3% of the dollar

value of prime contract awards, against

13.6% received by California firms.

For fiscal 1958, New York slipped

percentagewise to 11.6% while Cali-

fornia climbed to 21.4%.

What does this mean in money?
The banker says the shift in percent-

ages when applied to huge missile pro-

grams translates into one billion dol-

lars more for California than for New
York.

Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N.Y.) puts

it this way:

"At the present rate of accelera-

tion, and with nearly $10 billion in

prime missile contracts already

awarded to California, New York can

fall more than $3 billion behind Cali-

fornia in defense procurement by

1961 ..."

Javits is co-sponsor along with Sens.

Kenneth B. Keating (R-N.Y.) and

Clifford P. Case (R-N.J.) of S.1875,

a competitive procurement act which

they believe will have a scatter effect

on future placement of missile con-

tracts. At a Senate Armed Services

subcommittee hearing last month on
the measure, Javits declared that only

$3.5 billion—15%—out of total de-

fense procurement orders values at

$23.8 billion is presently placed through

competitive, formally advertised bids.

And he added, "the proportion of ne-

gotiated contracts seems unusually

high."

An aide of Sen. Javits commented
to M/R this week that he had found

the percentage of negotiated contracts

"has increased with the number of

retired military officers hired by de-

fense contractors." He conceded: "This

could be coincidence, of course."

• Wants more open bids—S.1875

spells out a Congressional, directive

to the Defense Department to replace

negotiation with open bidding where
there is no danger to national security.

It would give prime consideration to

small business; to concerns in labor

surplus areas and to "eligible suppliers

who have received the smallest share

of business as well as being in different

geographical areas of the nation."

Aerospace Industries Association

opposes the Javits bill.

New York's congressional delega-

tion touched off a transcontinental bat-

tle when they mounted a bi-partisan

drive this year behind the competitive

procurement bill. Californians retali-

ated in Congress. The Los Angeles

Chamber of Commerce formed an "in-

dustrial task force to defend Califor-

nia's missile and aircraft defense busi-

ness from further attacks by New York
and other eastern legislators." The LA
chamber has produced what New
Yorkers call a "slick magazine presen-

tation" detailing the state's "qualifica-

tions" for continued defense business.

It is being distributed on Capitol Hill.

West Coast newspapers have added

to the furor by implying the New York
campaign is part of some strategy by

Gov. Nelson Rockefeller to wrest the

GOP presidential nomination from
Vice President Richard M. Nixon, a

Californian.

New Yorkers refuse to accept argu-

ments that their state receives just as

much missile business through subcon-

tracts even though the prime is in

California. They say subcontracting is

erratic and that to build a stable mis-

sile industry New York should have

prime systems contracts.
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stubborn labor surplus . . .

• Long Island growth—While the

verbal battle continues (no action is

expected on S.1875 this session) New
York industry is moving to snare a

prime contract. Grumman Aircraft

Engineering Corp., principal subcon-

tractor to the Navy Eagle, is in a $4

million expansion program. The firm

is building a 55,000-square-foot center

for complete avionics systems test,

evaluation and development.

Recipient of military contracts ex-

ceeding $271 million in the past 12

months, Grumman's major production

is aircraft for Navy anti-submarine

warfare. It has created a small army

of vendors in the state to which it

paid $45 million last year.

Republic Aviation, the Island's

other big aircraft company (F-105 in-

terceptors) is constructing a $14 mil-

lion R&D center and has under full

steam a missile/ space research program

valued at $35 million. One Air Force

project is trying to determine what

vegetables will grow on the moon.

The state's two other aircraft con-

cerns have hit rough going. Fairchild

Engine & Aircraft sold a Long Island

plant recently after cancellation of the

Air Force Goose decoy missile. Bell

Aircraft at Buffalo as a result of a

cutback in military work has let go

about half of its 12,000 employes in the

past 18 months. Last week, however,

the firm picked up three AF R&D
contracts totalling $575,000, includ-

ing one for developing a storable pro-

pellant flow system for rocket engines.

Sperry Rand Corp. is in the van-

guard of Long Island's fast-expanding

missile component industry. One divi-

sion, Sperry Gyroscope, has been

steadily enlarging facilities and its work

force to produce SINS (ship's inertial

navigation systems) for Polaris sub-

marines; Ford Instrument is turning

out computers for Navy Talos, Tartar

and Terrier missiles and guidance con-

trols for the Army Jupiter. In the past

fiscal year Sperry has received defense

awards exceeding $220 million.

Other vital missile systems and

ASW devices are being developed and

produced by Hazeltine Corp., which has

just purchased Wheeler Laboratories in

New lersey and which is now setting

up a 50,000 square foot engineering

laboratory on the Island.

Dynamic Gear, producer of minia-

ture precision gears for missile guid-

ance systems, is building a $200,000

plant at Amityville. At Westbury, IMC
Magnetics Corp. (electro-mechanical

missile components) is doubling its

plant capacity. American Bosch Arraa.

Garden City, developer of missile fire

control systems and space vehicles is

one of the Island's leaders with $66

million in defense sales in the past year.

• Missiles upstate—There is con-

siderable missile activity in metropoli-

tan New York among such firms as

Yardney Electric, which rolled up

second quarter sales of $1.6 million

with auxiliary power units (silver-zinc

and silver-cadmium battery systems)

for missiles, satellites and torpedoes.

The company also is involved in ASW
research and production. Computer
Systems Inc. is developing tracking

computers and plotters for the PacilH
Missile Range, Point Mugu.

Just outside the city, StauffiH

Chemical's eastern research center .1
Chauncey, N.Y., is working on momI
propellants for the Navy; at Whi . 1
Plains Chromalloy Corp. is pushiol
explosive forming of refractory metafl
under a "substantial" Navy contraiH

and Polytechnic Institute of Brooklj

is trying to come up with the answdl
for WADC as to why plastics crack ill

space environments.

Upstate at Poughkeepsie and King:.'

I

ton, IBM is making automatic datfl

processing machines and compute)

totalling some $140 million for mil)

I

tary customers.

In addition to its Utica SidewindM
operation, General Electric is makin

high power acquisition radar for th|l

improved Nike-Hercules and Atkli

guidance at its Syracuse plant. Cm
New York plants have received corjj

tracts totalling some $160 million sine

July 1958. At Rochester, Eastmaj]

Kodak is fuzing and arming Sidewinc

ers and Sparrow HI; in nearby CorninflJ

Corning Glass is developing glass

ceramic materials for nose cones. Ii

the Buffalo area American Machin

& Foundry is manufacturing Titai

launchers and Alco Products Inc. i

principal subcontractor of JATO meta

parts for the Army's Honest John. An
other Syracuse company, Carrier Corpj

is a principal supplier of air condi

tioners for missile systems.

There are hundreds more missil

subcontractors all over the state. Bu

officials say there are still surplus labo

areas, notably around New York City

This is why they are keeping up tht

battle to obtain some prime missilt

contracts.

GROWTH of industry on Long Island is typified by architect's sketch of Republic Aviation Corp.'s new $14 million Research

and Development Center under construction at Farmingdale. It is scheduled for completion early next year and will be staffed

by some 500 scientists and engineers working on missile/aircraft space research projects.
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AF Wants Extra

Billions for Space

It seeks to outstrip Soviets in third genera-

on ICBM, military satellites, maneuverable

spacecraft, ALBM and moon bases

SYMBOL of Air Force space effort is

Discoverer, the forerunner of the Sentry.

Behind closed doors in the Pentagon, the nation's top military men are

irking out the defense budget for FY 1961. Its effect on the nation's missile

d space programs will be tremendous. Here is the first of a series of

'icles on how the military men are thinking. NEXT WEEK: Navy planning.

by James Baar

Washingto n—The Air Force
•uld like to find two things in its

)cking this Christmas:

An extra $5 to $7 billion for mis-

^ and space R&D.
• Much greater authority over the

tion's space programs.

It won't get either. And it doesn't

Dect to get them. But both are ex-

mely important to bear in mind,

ey are strongly felt needs. And they

m the parameters within which Air
rce missile and space planning for

: early 1960's is taking place.

Many Air Force officials see the

st several years as a great second
imping off point in the East-West race

r missile and space leadership.

They feel that R&D work done

—

m not done—in these years could well

Stermine the fate of the United States

J the late 1960's and early 1970's.

[lierefore, they feel that the Air Force
flDuld be permitted to push forward
:i the job vigorously and unstintingly.

L Here are some of the key missile

Ad space systems that a number of

<ir Force experts believe must be de-

Moped as rapidly as possible:
1

1

• Reconnaissance, earl y-warning
Hd communications satellites.

• The ALBM, the air-launched bal-

listic missile—and its strategic partner,

a nuclear-powered bomber.
• A third generation ICBM to suc-

ceed the Boeing Minuteman.
• A maneuverable, recoverable

space vehicle.

• A space vehicle capable of ren-

dezvousing with another vehicle or

pieces of equipment in space.

• Establishment of bases in space

and on the moon.
Early types of all three of the satel-

lites are already being developed under
the direction of ARPA. The Air Force
is developing Midas and Sentry. The
Army is developing Courier.

Lockheed's Sentry will evolve from
the Discoverer series of satellites. It is

being designed as a long-life, unat-

tended reconnaissance satellite.

Lockheed's Midas would provide

early warning of ICBM attack. The
satellite, through use of infrared sen-

sors, would be capable of reporting the

launching of an ICBM before it left

the launching pad.

Courier, primarily an in-house proj-

ect, is the first of a series of com-
munications satellites. It will be a de-

layed repeater system. Later, active re-

peater satellites are planned for sta-

tioning in 24-hour orbits.

Douglas Aircraft is still working

on design studies for the ALBM. How-
ever, it is hoped that development can

begin moving forward by the end of

the year.

• Delays in ALBM—Many Air

Force experts regard the ALBM as one

of the top weapons of the mid- 1960's

—

particularly when placed on nuclear-

powered bombers.

The bombers, armed with possibly

eight ALBM's. would be placed on sta-

tion for long periods, much like Polaris

submarines. ALBM's could be launched

1000 to 1500 miles from their targets.

New delays in the nuclear-powered

plane program have forced the Air

Force to shelve this strategic idea in-

definitely. Meantime, the ALBM is be-

ing designed for launching from Mach
2 B-58's and Mach 3 B-70's.

The ALBM also is seen as the pro-

genitor of the space-launched missile.

Such a weapon would be launched from

either a maneuverable space craft or a

satellite.

• Shape of third generation—The
Air Force has yet to decide on the

specific requirements for a third gener-

ation ICBM. They probably will be

written within the next six months or

a year. However, the general nature of

these requirements is clear.

The Air Force candidate for suc-

cessor to Minuteman will ideally be

lighter and somewhat smaller. It will

have extremely accurate guidance. It

will be easier to control and may be

capable of changing course. It will pack

bigger warheads.
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money is the prime problem

The solid Minuteman—expected to

be operational about early 1963—is

about a third the size of the huge

liquid Martin Titan and Convair Atlas.

It is designed to be fired from

hardened underground sites where it

can be kept for long periods. It also

will be designed for firing from rail-

road cars and large vans.

However, Minuteman packs a much

smaller warhead than Atlas or Titan.

And although its guidance will be im-

proved it will be able to fly only a

predictable ballistic path like its pre-

decessors.

The third generation ICBM will be

a far deadlier and trickier weapon.

Its guidance will enable it to score

a direct hit on any hardened site. U.S.

experts agree that not even a hardened

site can withstand a direct hit by a

nuclear warhead.

Its ability to maneuver will enable

it to avoid attempts to stop it with an

anti-missile missile. Its improved con-

trol system will enable launchers to

direct it to a variety of targets while

it is in flight.

Its relative lightness and size will

greatly increase its mobility. Its bigger

warhead would eliminate the need for

continued maintenance of the first gen-

eration missiles in the nation's strategic

arsenal.

Finally, the development of such a

weapon probably would lead eventually

to abandonment of fixed, hardened

ICBM sites.

Presumably Russia by this time also

would have improved its guidance sys-

tems to a point where any known

hardened site could not survive an at-

tack.

• Toward rendezvous

—

Dyna-soar I

is the Air Force program aimed at de-

velopment of a maneuverable space

vehicle. However, it is not in itself

aimed at development of a weapon

system. Rather, it is a research pro-

gram.
Dyna-soar 1, estimated to cost pos-

sibly $1 billion, would test out the

concept of launching a space craft

from the earth into orbit and returning

it into the atmosphere at will and land-

ing it.

Dyna-soar II, also known as Mrs.

V, would be the true weapon system:

A maneuverable, recoverable space

bomber. It also would lead to a vehicle

capable ot rendezvousing in space.

Air Force officials feel that the

ability to rendezvous in space will be-

come essential in not too many years.

Unknown satellites will have to be

identified. U.S. satellites will have to

20

be repaired and re-equipped. Space sta-

tions will have to be built. And, finally,

the stations will probabily be used as

staging areas for space exploration.

A number of Air Force officials

feel that such stations also could serve

as military bases in space. On the other

hand, some feel that moon bases would

be more efficient.

• Robbing Peter—All of these pro-

grams are running into the major ob-

stacle of money.

The Air Force feeling is that as

much as $5 to $7 billion more is

needed each year. At the same time,

the Administration has made clear that

the Defense Department's budget for

FY '61 will be the same as this year if

not lower.

This means that much of the money

needed for missiles and space must be

found in other programs or not at all.

For example, the Air Force might have

to decide to drop development of the

B-70—possibly a $10 billion program

—in order to press ahead with develop-

ment of Dyna-Soar and other space

projects.

Or, the Air Force could be faced

with losing a project like the B-70 any-

way so that money can be found by

the Defense Department to press on

with new Army and Navy space and

missile projects.

• Private preserves?—This raises

what the Air Force sees as another

major obstacle in the path of its space

programs: Division of authority.

The Air Force feels that space is

THIRD generation ICBM will be lighter,

more accurate, more deadly and tricky.

not divisable; that the Army and Ni

are encroaching on space and in eft

impeding progress; and that the res

is a net gain for Russia.

As one Air Force officer has put

"Space is not a new ocean for

Navy and it is not an artillery rai

for the Army. There are too da

many cooks."

The Air Force feels that beca

the Army and Navy do not have

same needs as the junior service, tl

will not push essential space progral

as hard as the Air Force would.

Needless to say, both the Army a|

Navy have stiff counter arguments. 1

NASA Official Proposes

Outer Space Definition

Washington—How high does

space extend, and where does ou

space begin?

Dr. Robert Jastrow of the Natioi

Aeronautics and Space Administrati

suggests that this important legal qu

tion be settled by reference to or

characteristics of a typical satellite.

Jastrow, chief of NASA's theon

cal division, proposes that outer sps

should be defined legally as the regi

traversed by vehicles that have bd

placed in orbit about the earth, or tl

have escaped from the gravitatioi

attraction of the earth.

At low altitudes, a satellite

quickly destroyed by atmospheric fr

tion. To be considered an orbiting sat

lite, Jastrow says, it should make

least one circuit of the earth. Thus,

suggests that air space be defined as 1

altitude at which the density of atnv

phere is sufficiently low to permit c

circuit.

"Our calculations of satellite li

times indicate that this critical altiti!

is 100 miles for a satellite of a typif

weight and dimensions, i.e., a weij

of one ton and a cross-sectional area

30 square feet," he says.

New Compound Excels

as Corrosion Inhibitor

Columbus, Ohio—Ammonium I
afluorophosphate is better than hyd

fluoric for inhibiting the attack of fa

ing nitric acid on several metal alk

over an extended storage period.

Three Bell Aircraft Corp.

searchers made this report recently

a paper read at the American Rod

Society conference on propellant th

modynamics and handling.

Sam A. Long, William H. Bergdr

and Edward J. Kinsley tested 70 CO

pounds suggested as possible corrosi

inhibitors. The tests ran for 30 days

120°F in liquid and vapor-phase con

tions.
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ssile support

U.S. Liquid Hydrogen Stream Swells

Industry and government cooperate in building

large tonnage plants to make 'ultimate' chemical

fuel more than a laboratory curiosity

by Jay Holmes

i
Washington—Hydrogen, in the

fm of an odorless, colorless, frigid

Fid—the lightest there is—has pro-

jssed in seven years from a labora-

iy curiosity to the product of a good-

ipd industry.

Rocket fuel and research needs for

I liquid—which boils at -423 °F

—

ye created a multi-million-dollar

irket. And with increasing use of

progen as fuel for big rockets—be-

ad Centaur—now in the thinking

jjge, the market is bound to increase.

Seven years ago, the largest instal-

ions produced less than 15 pounds

I

liquid hydrogen per hour. Today,
i daily production is measured in

is. By next spring, the figure may
'doubled.

At the moment, three companies
\ in the business of making liquid

drogen on a large scale. Air Products

has built and operates a large

mt for the Air Force at West Palm
ach, Fla., and a moderate-sized

int at Painesville, Ohio. Stearns-

iger Manufacturing Co. operates a

derate-capacity plant at Bakersfield,

lif. And Linde Co. Division of

lion Carbide is building a large plant

it will begin operation at Torrance,

lif., next spring.

Production and cost figures on the
• Products and Stearns-Roger opera-

ns are classified. The Air Force feels

t revealing them would give a po-

tial enemy valuable information on
lerica's war potential.

This creates an amusing paradox,

r the Linde product will be sold to

tSA, the civilian space agency. Pro-

:tion and cost figures for this plant

—

)ut as large as the Air Products

ility in West Palm Beach—are a

tter of public record. An Air Force
kesman says classification of such
jrmation is under constant review
I some of its hydrogen figures may
released soon.

The creation of this new industry

is an example of industry-government

cooperation. Because it boils at 70°F
above absolute zero, large-scale storage

of the liquid has been a poser.

Scientists of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the National Bureau of

Standards discovered principles under-

lying a process for storing the liquid

without undue loss. Based on the

scientific breakthrough, Air Products,

Stearns-Roger and Linde developed
mass-production methods. And Pratt ,&

Whitney Division of United Aircraft

has learned to handle the fluid in prep-

aration for use as rocket fuel.

• "Ultimate" chemical fuel—The
interest in hydrogen is mainly the result

of its role as the ultimate chemical
fuel. More specific impulse is provided
by burning hydrogen than any other

fuel—whether in oxygen, fluorine or

any other oxidizer. The reason is

elementary chemistry. Hydrogen, the

lightest element, has one electron per
atom available for chemical reaction.

Since its atomic weight is 1, hydrogen
has one reaction electron available for

each unit of atomic weight.

When heavier atoms are used as

fuel, there is no proportionate increase

in the number of reaction electrons.

Nor is there a proportionate decrease

in the binding energy of the electrons,

which would increase their reactivity.

Liquid hydrogen also has a role in

Project Rover, NASA's nuclear propul-

sion development. Because of its light

weight, hydrogen is best suited for use

as a propellant gas to be heated by
the Rover space-borne nuclear reactor.

The first plant with a capacity of

more than 15 pounds per hour was
put in operation by the Bureau of

Standards at Boulder, Colo., in 1952.

The liquid produced was kept in high-

vacuum insulated, refrigerated dewars
holding about 500 gallons (300
pounds). The refrigeration was neces-

sary because the hydrogen molecule
exists in two forms: one in which the

two atoms are spinning in the same
direction (orthohydrogen) and one in

which they are spinning in opposite
directions (parahydrogen).

Gaseous hydrogen at room temper-
ature contains about 75% orthohy-
drogen and about 25% parahydrogen.
But when cooled to the boiling point
of -423°F, this mixture is unstable.

At this temperature the two forms do
not reach equilibrium until 99.8% of
the molecules shift from ortho to para
form. The diagrams on page 22 illu-

strate the transformation.
• Long time transformation—But

the transformation from ortho to para
requires a long time under ordinary
conditions. It takes about a month for

25% para to convert itself to 90%.
The conversion releases heat, because
parahydrogen is in a lower energy state

than ortho. It is more stable. This
might be compared to some types of
twin-engine airplanes in which the

engines spin in opposite directions to

make the plane more stable in flight

by equalizing torque.

Because of this continuous release

of heat, liquid hydrogen produced by
older methods needed to be continually

refrigerated. Even so, it was constantly
boiling off. Many scientists searched
for catalysts that would speed up the
conversion, so that the product would
be more stable.

The first major break came in

1953, when workers at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory succeeded in

modifying a small hydrogen liquefier

for the regular production of 85%
para liquid at a rate of 25 liters (3

pounds) per hour. A short time later,

the hydrogen liquefier at Boulder was
modified to produce 240 liters per hour
of 90-95% parahydrogen.

Meanwhile, under Atomic Energy
Commission sponsorship, the Cryogenic
Engineering Laboratory at Boulder be-

gan a catalysts research program di-

rected by D. H. Weitzel. The most
effective catalyst, they discovered, is

hydrous ferric oxide. Its high conver-
sion efficiency makes it possible to de-

sign ortho-para converters about 1/40
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handling hazards are minimized . . .

HYDROGEN molecule exists in two forms shown at left: ortho, with spins of atoms

parallel, and para, with spins in opposite directions. At right is sequence showing

change of ortho molecule to the more stable para form.

the size of those used in the early

work at Los Alamos and Boulder. This

makes it possible to hold to manage-

able size the converters for the very

large scale new plants.

• 12,000 pounds a day—The Linde

plant at Torrance, Calif., due to be

completed next April, will have the

capacity of producing 12,000 pounds

per day. Linde, which is putting its

own money into the venture, won't say

how much the plant will cost. NASA
has agreed to buy from Linde as

needed on a sliding scale beginning at

70 cents a pound. If as much as 10,000

pounds a day are purchased, the price

will average about 50 cents a pound,

a Linde spokesman said.

Air Products Inc. began operating

the first plant for continuous produc-

tion of liquid hydrogen at Painesville,

Ohio, in the summer of 1957. Stearns-

Roger started up another plant the fol-

lowing winter at Bakersfield, Calif.

Part of the much larger Air Prod-

ucts facility at West Palm Beach went

into operation in the fall of 1957 and
the complete plant became operational

early this year. It is the first plant with

on-site generation of the gas used for

liquefaction. As for production, the

Air Force will say only that it is several

tons per day.

Since the Air Force owns the plant

and merely pays Air Products an oper-

ating fee, it would be difficult to give

the cost of liquid hydrogen even if

the figures were released. One officer

has said that, depending on how you
calculate, the cost is somewhere be-

tween $1.50 and $5 per pound. The
Air Products contract for building and
operating the plant is reported to be in

the neighborhood of $20 million.

• Vacuum-jacketed line—A 2000'

vacuum-jacketed pipeline connects the

Air Products plant to an area where

Pratt & Whitney tests the liquid hy-

drogen-lox engine that will be the

second stage of the Centaur space ve-

hicle. The pipeline is capable of trans-

ferring up to 400 gallons per minute

(14,400 pounds per hour). Presumably,

this transfer capacity is much greater

than the Air Products plant's produc-

tion. The line is used to supply pump
test stands where 50,000 gallons

(30,000 pounds) of liquid hydrogen

may be consumed in one test.

The plant storage system consists

of 28,000-gallon tanks (the number of

these is classified). Vacuum-insulated

trailers also are available for transport-

ing 6000-gallon loads of hydrogen by

highway to points in California and

elsewhere.

The cold liquid, once thought to be

extremely hazardous, now is considered

only a moderate danger. Precautions

are necessary but Air Products' safety

director. Franklin Himmelberger, says

it is less flammable than propane, com-
monly stored in tanks in rural homes.

P. C. Vander Arend, Air Products'

chief scientist, has given this outline of

the safety assumptions made in design

of the plant: All equipment containing

hydrogen gas or liquid, except for the

compressor building six stories high

and a quarter-mile long, is located out-

side, where leaking lightweight hy-

drogen will dissipate rapidly upward.

All equipment containing hydrogen gas

or liquid is kept at a pressure above

atmospheric, to avoid contamination

with oxidants. The same is true of

cold boxes containing heat exchangers,

adsorbers and liquid baths.

A rather extensive alarm syst

tells when pressures drop below s

limits and shuts down the compress

if the conditions are not corrected,

operator in a central control room
a continuous visual and instrum

check on plant operation. And
entire liquefier and storage system

closed. Under normal conditions, li

hydrogen gas escapes into the atr

sphere. Safety relief valves are pi}

into tall stacks, which are tigj

covered except when the excess is

ing vented.

• Not too hazardous—Engine;

working with liquid hydrogen ag

that spills are not dangerous so li

as there is no source of ignition,

few gallons spilled will evaporate

mediately. When hundreds of gall

are spilled, the ground freezes, the i

liquifies and a cloud of ice crys

and water vapor forms. Althoi

warm hydrogen is much lighter tl

air, a large mass of very cold gas n

have about the same density as

and lie along the ground until it pi

up heat. However, the adjacent

outside the cloud has less than 0.

hydrogen. Thus any explosion and
will be confined to the volume of

cloud.

A spill that is ignited immediat
will burn smoothly in air without

ploding. The fire creates an extrem

strong updraft, so that damage
usually confined to material dire<

overhead. Thus, C. D. Robin of Pi

& Whitney advises, test stands sho

be designed with no important eqi

ment overhead.

Leaks in a liquid hydrogen syst

can usually be detected by the clc

of ice crystals and water vapor aroi

it. But if the leaking hydrogen is bu

ing, it may be harder to detect,

hydrogen flame is invisible in daylig

Air Products recently invited t

engineers to its Allentown, Pa., he

quarters for a series of lectures s

demonstrations on safe handling

cryogenics. Himmelberger told

conference the three chief dangers

handling liquid hydrogen are contai

nation by oxidants, spills, and leaks

the vent system. He recommended si

preventive measures as periodic purg

of vessels and pipes with inert gas, c<

stant monitoring of all equipment a

powerful fans for quick evacuation

all air from any room or building ii

which hydrogen may leak.

A constant alert is necessary,

course, against the danger from spar

flames and lightning. Hydrogen mal

an explosive mixture with air when

concentration is anywhere from 4

74%. "No smoking" must be the n

anywhere near hydrogen equipment.
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Engine Controls Demand A New Art

Components are improving too slowly

to keep pace with new environmental demands;

efforts to simplify servo loops underway

by Frank G. McGuire

I Los Angeles—'"The controls field

; gone about as far as it can go

th the materials and skills it has to

irk with today—and we've pushed

i transducer and sensor business as

td as anybody." These words by
iger M. DiJulio, Chief Engineer at

rvomechanisms, Inc., about sums up

I state of things in the field of engine

itrols, as seen by a number of com-
pies.

I

Components are being slowly but

jely improved in reliability, perform-

pe, etc., but the problem is that they

t being improved too slowly. In

tee years, say the controls people,

t'll need much more performance

jn we have now in our control sys-

Ds. "But," they complain, "we'll be

jed to make a system to operate at

pus 400° F, and the same system

II have to operate at over 1000° F.

]

Other companies, specifically Mar-
ardt Corp. and Bendix-Pacifie Divi-

I

Instrumentation Betl

sion, are not trying to achieve seven-

league steps as much as they are in-

crementally improving reliability and
performance of present, proven com-
ponents and loops.

Even though the performance and

reliability have improved, there is a

continuing effort to simplify the servo

loops that make up a system for mis-

sile control. This is difficult mainly

because of the basic nature of operat-

ing components. Many smaller items,

such as a capacitor or two, have been

deleted and some circuits have been

simplified, but on the whole, no large-

scale elimination or consolidation has

occurred.

Certain important features have, of

course, been designed into recent con-

trol systems, including that of Aerojefs

Titan engine, which will continue op-

eration even if the missile's hydraulic

system suffers a complete failure.

Additionally, Titan is held to the

launcher for a pre-determined period

after full thrust is achieved, insuring

r Than Computation

"At this time, our instrumenta-

ion is much better than the com-
putational art, and a lot better than

ircuits themselves. To be more
specific, we can detect the motion of

he sensing element in a transducer

\p to the limit of its internat hys-

teresis, where the properties of the

naterial itself suddenly become a

\evere limitation. This is well below
he confidence which you can place

n things like precision gears, bear-

ngs and machined parts, synchros,

\nd that sort of thing.

"We've developed some sophis-

icated and tricky methods to com-
pensate for things like temperature

fnd accelerations. But there's still

|i broad band of uncertainty that

'ou can't trim out.

"This begins to suggest that a

new art might be required here.

This new art will be computation to

higher accuracies. The first thing

that comes to mind is digital compu-
tation . . . but the sensing of basic

phenomena is an analog thing—and
there isn't an acceptable transducer

on the market today that will sense

this analog physical quantity and
put out a usable digital signal.

"Something basically new and
different is required. It will not

come necessarily from the controls

people or the computer people, but

will probably come from some
physicist who studies the very na-

ture of matter itself."

Roger M. DiJulio

Chief Engineer

Servomechanisms, Inc.

that any malfunctions which occur

immediately after ignition will auto-

matically cause the engine to be shut

off. The hold-down period, believed to

be over five seconds, has been credited

with saving at least one vehicle that

was prevented from leaving the launch-

er at the last second, then was later

flown successfully.

The unit is what might be termed

a ground-based engine control, and is

composed of a sequencer which com-

pares the parameters of the engine

operation with optimum parameters

previously fed into it. If the actual

engine operation does not fall within

tolerable limits, the sequencer shuts

off the engine before the missile leaves

the ground. If all is well, explosive

bolts are actuated, which free the mis-

sile for flight. The device's function is

based on the premise that most mis-

sion-aborting malfunctions occur soon

after ignition.

• Thrust control—In this area, the

usual method is to sample chamber

pressure through a transducer, and

feed the error voltage through the

control system into the servo loop,

which regulates the turbopumps that

either increase or decrease fuel and

oxidizer flow until chamber pressure

matches the pre-set level on the poten-

tiometer of an electrical reference de-

vice.

Other methods of controlling thrust

through propellant flow to the gas gen-

erator vary in complexity from a drilled

orifice involving no moving parts, to

the other extreme, with many electronic

and mechanical devices in the system.

Parametric requirements of the vehicle,

calling for an accuracy between 0.1

and 5.0%, usually decide the method
selected for thrust control.

With an open loop system, as nor-

mally used, each component must be

made and tested to great accuracies,

which is often uneconomical. If a

closed system is used, the tolerances

are more liberal, since the control sys-
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control for guidance accuracy .

tern can then account for any devia-

tions. Since October 1953, when it

was first proven possible by flight test,

the thrust-controller has added consid-

erable effectiveness to the missile.

With this thrust controller, which
permits pre-planned trajectories to be

actually flown in practice, the Army's
Redstone has repeatedly followed the

pre-programmed trajectories with a

cutoff point within 100 milliseconds of

its predetermined 1 10-second flight

time. Accuracy in this case is within

0.1%.

One of the prime reasons for thrust

control is accuracy of guidance, not

merely for engine considerations of

running at rated thrust. A great sim-

plification of guidance problems re-

sults from closer control of thrust.

The missile is programmed on a time
basis, and the timing comes out right

only when a precise trajectory can be
flown as previously planned. If the

thrust varies from the plotted ideal,

the timing is off, and thus the angle

is off and the vehicle's position in

space is different than required for the

mission—therefore the end-point of the

warhead or other payload is not as

planned.

In order to correct for these varia-

tions, a much greater complexity of

guidance systems would be required

than is now needed for a closed loop

thrust-control system where engine out-

put is constantly monitored for compli-

ance to the plotted level. It is therefore

easier to make this a function of the

propulsion system rather than the guid-

ance system.

In solid propellant rocketry, there

is not as much application for thrust-

control devices as yet. The problems in

this area rest mainly within the pro-

pulsion field, rather than the controls

field. Grand Central Rocket Company
has work in progress on a hybrid sys-

tem that would control thrust levels

by regulating the liquid oxidizer as it

enters the combustion chamber with the

solid fuel. Thiokol Chemical Corp. has

indicated the possibility of introducing

a combustion-modulating chemical that

would disturb combustion to a con-

trollable extent. Lowering of chamber
pressure through escape ports at the

side of the motor casing would also

provide some means of thrust control.

Whatever the method used to ac-

tually raise or lower the thrust level

in a rocket engine, the controls people

indicate that present methods of exer-

cising control and determining the

amount needed would still be used.

• Propellant utilization—One of the

most difficult problems confronting the

engine controls people today is that of

propellant utilization (PU) and liquid-

level control. The difficulty lies in the

accuracies needed, the environmental

conditions encountered and the tacti-

cal requirements. Liquid-level control

is a relatively old subject, but when
applied to the measurement of rocket

fuel/ oxidizer levels, it becomes an

entirely new field of endeavor.

Usually, the fuel/oxidizer combus-

tion is done through stoichiometric re-

quirements, so, that the PU system

must insure that they are being con-

sumed at an equally proportional rate.

The most important consideration,

therefore, is that the fuel/oxidizer must

deplete simultaneously. Otherwise, com-

bustion stops when the missile is light-

est and near the end of powered flight,

throwing the guidance system way off.

It is therefore essential that both tanks

empty precisely simultaneously.

The problem: continuous, pre

control and measurement of two U

masses of liquids, with great term

accuracy, in a vehicle travelling

1 2,000 mph and under terrific acceli

tions, vibrations and temperature

tremes, and noise levels in excess

100 db. So, there are several sch(

of thought on how it should be r:

died.

Some systems employ dip-stick t

approaches where a capacitive pr

or resistance probe is put into the ta

Other systems use the difference

pressure between top and bottom

the tanks, but this is merely an ii

cation of the weight of the colui

There are difficulties in translai

column weight to significant data

total fluids.

Variations in tank diameter due

manufacturing tolerances are such 1

even if the weight of a given colu

is known, there's no guarantee that

total amount is known. In addition

knowing the ratio of weight/ volui

it is necessary to know where the 1(

is, so that in a variable-diameter tan

corrected ratio can be used.

Servomechanisms, Inc. is at wi1

on a method of computing the mas

not the cubage or pressure differenci

then translating this information i

control signals which operate a pu

or valve to control flow of one of

constituents. Some missiles require

type of control and some do no

those that don't usually being the sb

range missiles that can be "tuned"

tests to deplete fairly uniformly;

open loop method. Long-range vehi

not only have to be tuned, but ;

controlled.

The other end of the PU specti

is the loading of propellant aboard

missile. This can easily affect the c

trol of the vehicle in flight. Liq

oxygen tanking computers fill tanks

Ho of 1% accuracy, by rapid fill

to 98% of total, then slowly topp

24 missiles and rockets, August 17, I'



Historical'Achievements atJPL

JATO UNITS .. .The nation's first successful jet-assisted takeoff

(JATO) units were originated and developed in 1941 at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, and sparked the development of future rocket vehicles.

THE CORPORAL. ..this country's first ballistic surface-to-surface guided

missile, now an operational weapon of the U. S. Army, was pioneered

and developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

EXPLORER I . . . The United States' first successful earth satellite,

launched January 31, 1958, was developed by JPL in collaboration with

the Army Ballistic Missile Agency.

THE WAC-CORPORAL. . .fired in flight from a V-2 rocket, established

a world's altitude record of 250 miles in 1949. The combination was

known as the Bumper-Wac.

THE SERGEANT. .. A second-generation solid propellant missile

developed by JPL for the U.S. Army. The SERGEANT is now being

readied for production.

PIONEER IV. . . America's first successful moon-space probe, launched

March 3, 1959, was developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

collaboration with the Army Ballistic Missile Agency and the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA

Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields.-

•JFRA-RED, OPTICS, MICROWAVE, SERVOM ECHANISMS, COMPUTERS, LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION,
TRUCTURES, CHEMISTRY, INSTRUMENTATION. MATHEMATICS, AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Send professional resume', with full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration
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row

TARGET

The crew of the B-52G starts up the jet engine of ^^^"^""the sharp-nosed GAM-77 Horn

Dog missile hung under its wing . . . gives its inertial autonavigator the location of the targ<

On a "for-real" mission, the Hound Dog would leap toward its target at supersonic spe»

—very likely a ground-defense center hundreds of miles away. Its guidance system can't

jammed . . . can't be decoyed.

Purpose of the GAM-77 air-to-ground jet-powered guided missile is to increase the strikii

power of Boeing's B-52. Sling a pair of Hound Dogs under the wings of the new B-52G— ai

you have what amounts to a brand-new weapon system.

The GAM-77 program was started in August, 1957. The missile has been put into accelerat

development. It already is in its early flight test phase . . . will be deployed by 1960.

Weapon system contractor : the Missile Division of North American Aviation.

MISSILE DIVISION
A
A NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.. DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
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tiew system to do two jobs . .

.

off and maintaining the desired level in

face of evaporation. At launch, this

computer is dropped to the pad and

Reused.

Servomechanisms is currently at

work on a system which will do both

jobs: control ground fueling and also

airborne depletion of fuel/ oxidizer

tanks. The airborne device will gain

negligibly in weight, since most of the

changes from present equipment in-

volve only wiring.

These systems are small and light

ind are basically independent of the

:ype of liquids being used in the mis-

iile, because there is no direct contact

jetween the sensor and the tank con-

ents.

Complications in loading occur

;imilarly as in utilization: tank diame-

:er changes, fuel densities with varying

emperatures. and varying densities be-

ween fuel and oxidizers. Even different

jatches of the same fuel have slightly

iifferent densities.

Then there is the problem of sheer

;ize in the plumbing that must handle

/ast amounts of liquid. How can a

vehicle like Saturn be adequately and
iccurately calibrated for fuel loading?

The first stage alone holds three million

; >ounds of propellants. There will be

\
it least three, and possibly five, differ-

,
:nt fuels and oxidizers used in the

; vehicle.

H The accessory requirements are just

ks stringent. Vibration requirements for

transducers on Saturn first-stage are

iver 125 g. This is in addition to the

:emperature requirements needed for

i vehicle using eight engines in the

irst stage.

• Hydraulics or pneumatics?—The
ise of hydraulics or pneumatics in a

jystem, depends, of course, on the re-

quirements involved. Principal advan-
tage of hydraulics being their good
"esponse characteristics, while their dis-

advantages lie mostly in temperature

;and nuclear radiation limitations. Gases

iuffer from a lack of response charac-

eristics, but have few temperature or

l"adiation worries.

The application of hot-gas pneu-

matic servos is getting considerable

attention from Bendix-Pacific. which is

Jsing "clean fuels" as a hot-gas source.

Company engineers " feel that solid

Kopellant gas generators, while having

riany advantages, introduce contamina-

I ion to delicate systems. "Although

;olid-propellant people maintain their

?as generators are very clean, and this

I
s true in most senses, we find just

:nough contamination in them to jus-

ify using bottled cold gas where pos-

sible," explained a Bendix engineer.

In reliability, also, Bendix sees the bot-

tled gas as an advantage. It is viewed

as competitive weight-wise with hot-

gas systems, even for explorations as

far as Mars. "It depends on how much
you want to run the thing," says Ben-

dix, "because cold-gas is superior to

hot-gas up to about 1000 I sp . Beyond
that, the hot-gas systems seem to be

favorable, except that they are not

easily used in an on/ off/ on situation."

Response characteristics favor hy-

draulic systems, which perform at

about 270 cps in an arrangement whose
equivalent pneumatic system would
perform at about one to five cps. Add-
ing some sophisticated feedback to the

pneumatic system would raise response

to about ten cps, says Bendix, indi-

cating that a factor of 25 to 30 makes
the difference quite broad.

Marquardt Corporation, working

mostly with pneumatics, has achieved

responses of 18 cps, for example, then

connected the system with external

RC-type networks that reduced re-

sponse to 3 cps. The change results

from looking at the loop response or

the complete system response. In con-

trast with Bendix, Marquardt has used

hot-gas sources from either liquid-

propellant or solid-propellant gas gen-

erators, but is not currently utilizing

cold-gas bottled supplies to any great

extent.

Work in the pneumatic system field

is concerned mostly with improving

"stiffness" of the system response, per-

formance of individual components,

and the old bugaboo, reliability. Few
companies admitted to a search for

one great stride or "breakthrough" in

the field of controls.

Marquardt is working on the adapt-

ation of new principles in gas systems,

as well as component and loop im-

provements. Advanced work at Bendix

is also in gas controls, although com-
pany spokesmen feel that hydraulics

are adequate for anything now or in

the future, "... but to stay compet-

itive, we have to reduce size and

weight and increase performance."

• Pressure switch—An example of

individual component improvement is

that afforded by Servomechanisms.

Inc.'s new pressure switch; devices

which have been the bane of design

engineers' existence. They've been

notoriously unreliable, unpredictable,

hard to make, environment-sensitive,

etc.

The switch recently designed by

SMI operates on a novel principle

which does not depend on the storage

of energy, the release of energy, or

the triggering of mechanisms. It de-

pends on a very discreet electrical

phenomena which is either black or

white. The switching takes place over

an extremely narrow range of pressure

change, and with extreme rapidity.

The unit is very reliable and rugged,

as illustrated by the description of one

of its tests: "We can set it to within

a fraction of a psi of the switch point,

hammer nails with it, and the circuit

will not switch ... go up on the other

side of the range, set it again to within

one psi of a switch point, hammer
some more nails, and the circuit still

will not switch."

The accelerations and shocks are

in the thousands of g's, but the unit

still detects motions in the pressure

element down to tens of micro-inches.

The logic is all electronic, solid state,

and the unit is encapsulated into a

capsule about \¥i" diameter and 2"

long. One part has an elastic motion.
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EW PROGRAM
Raytheon enters new weapons systems program

and offers advancement opportunities for both

Junior and Senior electronics engineers with ex-

perience in the following fields:

Please forward

resume to:

Mr. W. F. O'Melia

Employment Manager

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.

Bedford, Mass.

or call collect:

Crestview 4-7100

Extension 473

• Microwave engineers—component and antenna

design

• Communications systems

• Guidance systems

• Computer systems

• Radar systems

• Inertial reference systems

• Feed-back control

• Auto-pilot

• Ground support

• Electronic packaging engineers

• Radar systems engineers (project management)

• Electromechanical engineer for missile control

and auto-pilot design (project management)

• Mechanical engineer experienced in ground han-

dling ot large missile systems (project manage-

ment)

You and your family will enjoy the many advan-

tages of living in the metropolitan Boston area.

Relocation assistance and modern benefits.

M/SS/LE SYSTEMS
D/V/S/ON

Excellence in Electronics
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BERVOMECHANISMS' SMI Type AC 2019 computer with protective cover removed.

but there are no other moving parts.

Operating with an on/off differential

;]of 0.1% (it has achieved 0.03 of

j

l%), the switch will be used on the

\Saturn vehicle to sample chamber pres-

sure in each of the first stage's eight

;
engines, then signal a black box to

i
release the vehicle if pressure is as

planned. Otherwise, engine-cutoff de-

vices will be actuated. As in most de-

I
vices of this nature, fabrication of the

devices is but a fraction of the time

land cost involved in quality inspection,

testing, and calibration.

• Testing and accuracy—Candidate

[for the title of most frustrating prob-

lem is that of proving just how
[ accurate or reliable a device is. The
standards are limiting, and there is a

major obstacle in determining absolute

[[accuracy. As phrased by one frustrated

i

engineer: "We're talking about accura-

cies of 1/10 mm of mercury or less.

||We'd love to have a couple of hun-

'jpredths of a millimeter, but we just

(can't get it." The problem is industry-

-wide . . . and is not just a technical

problem. It has become necessary to

organize the entire company, from
i front door to shipping dock, to handle

pat kind of accuracy. Sloppiness can-

pot be tolerated anywhere in the

process.

Astronomical increases in perform-
[ance will be required in the near

future. Some of the.m can't be met
right now. Frequently, say industry

spokesmen, the specifications are written

igainst what can be done, rather than

what the requirement is.

One firm indicated that customers
frequently come and say: "We need a

i gizmo to do this ..." and is told;

'You can't get it." "Then, we add a

little increment to what is possible right

now, and this makes us run for it."

It is estimated that systems man-
agers could use another order or two
of magnitude in the accuracy of pro-

pellant utilization, thrust control, and
other segments of the controls field.

The belief, however, is that the rest of

the missile system is not that accurate,

so the additional money we put into

fantastically accurate devices is some-

times wasted. Tanks are not perfectly

cylindrical, guidance is not precise

enough, etc.

Then there is the argument that

tolerances of a missile's components

add up to a total probable reliability.

Too many sloppy components, and the

system will not perform. Therefore,

each component must be much more
accurate than the overall vehicle must

be.

"It is sometimes necessary," said

one Bendix engineer, "to compromise

the design of one component to offset

the weakness of another. In other

words, you don't design the best servo

valve, you design the best servo loop."

Complained SMI's DiJulio: "Every-

thing we do now has a basic limita-

tion . . . 'How accurately can we
machine things?' 'How accurately can

we measure them when they're made?'

'How stable are they?' 'Will they stay

put until the vehicle gets there?' 'Can

we get a production organization to

make it?' and 'Can we get a produc-

tion organization to determine that

they've been made correctly?' So this

problem backs up until you're down
to the last girl on the production

line . . . who never heard of the things

you're talking about."

#
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Photocon

Microphone

System
FOR MEASURING

HIGH-LEVEL SOUND

-WITHSTANDS SEVERE ENVIRONMENT

-high temperature- high sound levels -high vibration

Static calibrations and wide
frequency response. Remote operation.

Write for complete data. Bulletin 1163

PHOTOCON RESEARCH PRODUCTS

421 NORTH ALTADENA DRIVE, PASADENA, CALIF.

Proximity & Displacement Transducers, Dynagage Readout Instruments.

See our display at WESCON SHOW booths #3307-3309.

Pressure, Microphone,
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AIRBORNE RADAR...

The APS-67 Airborne Radar . . . designed and

developed by The Magnavox Company in con-

junction with the Navy Department, gives

eyes that see by both day and night to the

Crusader.

The APS-67 delivers the utmost in performance

and reliability for this Navy Fighter . . .
clearly

demonstrating The Magnavox Company's

ability to produce and work as prime con-

tractor on a complex electronics project.

MAGNAVOX capabilities are in The Fields Of Air-

borne Radar, ASW, Communications, Navigation

Equipments, Fusing and Data Handling . . . your

inquiries are invited.

PRODUCTS
THAT SEE BY
THEMSELVES

MISSILES

THE MAGNAVOX CO. . DEPT. 98 • Government and Industrial Division . FORT WAYNE. IND
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APU's—the Muscles for Missiles

Gas-turbines are first choice for missile auxiliary

power units; batteries are a strong second; exotic

sources still are some years away from reality

by Hal Getting*

Washington—A vital, but often

neglected, part of a missile system is

!its auxiliary power unit (APU). These

units supply electrical, hydraulic—and

sometimes mechanical and pneumatic

power to the various operating mech-

anisms of the missile. They drive con-

trol surfaces, energize transducers,

guidance, telemetering, and other ac-

:essory equipment. Their development

and production is presently a $25 mil-

lion business.

Differentiated from primary power
the missile's propulsion system—the

auxiliaries perform a function just as

vital to the mission's success. Whether
a test vehicle or an operational type,

each missile and space vehicle must

:arry a separate internal power source.

This source may take one of several

forms. It may be a fuel cell, thermo-

electric generator, nuclear unit, or

some other exotic form of power.

At present, however, two less glam-

orous sources are carrying the bulk of

practical applications : gas-turbine

APU's and batteries.

• Gas-turbine—The gas-turbine unit

claims several advantages over the bat-

tery. Most important, it is more effi-

cient in size and weight per unit of

power output. Batteries have under-

gone a steady improvement, however,

and they find use in many missile

applications. A comprehensive report

on their development and important

place in the missile business will be

covered in next week's issue of m/r.

Gas-turbine APU's use both solid

and liquid propellants as a hot-gas

source. Both have their advantages and
limitations and, at present, neither is

considered sufficiently superior to make
it universal.

Current production of short-dura-

tion APU's is dominated by solids for

their ease of handling and storage capa-

bility. For run durations of over two

minutes, liquids are expected to domi-

nate production for the next year.

Current research and development

is aimed at solid-propellant units for

over 30 hp and durations of up to

20 min.

According to an AiResearch spokes-

man, APU's can be expected to become
more elaborate with each passing year.

Power requirements and durations will

continue to increase. He predicts that

liquid propellants will be able to fill

the need for units running for six

months or more. Beyond one year,

solar and nuclear-powered APU's will

have to fill the need.

Generally, the liquid units are bulk-

ier, more complex, and less reliable

than the solids. On the other hand,

their packaging design is more flexible

and they are more controllable.

Progress has been made in sealing the

liquid container so that fueled units

may be stored for two years and pos-

sibly longer.

ZT-jjg mi in

JLEFT: installation of APU in Nike-Hercules. RIGHT: new and simplified APU developed by AiResearch uses only half the valves

pud parts of conventional units. Operating on either ethylene oxide or hydrazine, the unit can be modified for use with solid

propellants. Designed as an approach to a standard power source, the current model weighs 85 pounds and produces five horse-

power for 7.5 minutes.
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trouble with crash programs . . .

• No emphasis—Some auxiliary

power manufacturers feel that proper

emphasis has not been placed on this

phase of missile development. They
contend that the APU should be a part

of the overall system design and not

just packed into the missile frame

somewhere along the line. Conversely,

both Thompson Ramo Wooldridge and

AiResearch—and possibly others—have

made steps toward developing a line

of standard units that would fit a large

percentage of applications.

Since missile development is usually

pushing the state-of-the-art, APU de-

signers often find themselves working

on a crash basis to build a unit for a

particular missile. Consequently, new

and unproven units are often pushed

into production, or a missile develop-

ment may have to wait for the APU.

Ideally, the APU development

should go through an orderly process

of feasibility study, research and de-

velopment, breadboard, test and evalu-

ation, and production. Such a logical

time-consuming process would, of

course, produce a good power unit for

a now-obsolete missile.

This dilemma can be solved to an

extent, however, by looking ahead to

requirements for one to two years

from now and doing the necessary re-

search. In other words, start sooner.

The problem here, naturally, is fi-

nancing. Much could be accomplished

by government backup of institute re-

search programs in components and

critical areas.

• Areas of investigation—Some of

the areas to be investigated for im-

provement include evaluation of pro-

pellant characteristics, turbine reliabil-

ity and efficiency, comparison of rela-

tive merits of various types of APU's
versus application, materials for high-

speed high temperature use, and stand-

ardization of environmental test .re-

quirements.

Many factors affect the design of

gas-turbine APU's: type of control,

outputs, run duration, package aid

space requirements, porting location,

and others. They must be extremely

rugged and reliable and be storable

for an extended time. The primary

problem of course, is the precise con-

trol of power output. Pressures, fre-

quencies, power level are all critical.

Strangely enough, most units are

not designed for high turbine efficien-

cies. Usual figures run in the range

of 30-50%. Better design could easily

raise these to 70-80%. The output of

one air-to-air missile APU was recently

experimentally modified to produce

more than double its previous output

by a simply nozzle design change.

NASA engineers at Lewis Research

Center recently conducted an investi-

gation of a 4.5" two-stage turbine for

APU use and obtained efficiencies of

65% and better.

Efficiency is usually sacrified, how-

ever, for reliability considerations. The
smaller, more efficient, nozzle is more
critical and subject to erosion and

clogging. Especially in short-duration

operation units, the gain in efficiency is

usually not worth the cost. For long-

duration operation (over 10 minutes)

more attention is paid to higher-effi-

ciency design.

Some work has been done on using

primary propulsion gases to drive the

power generators. Big problem here,

however, is the difficulty in handling

the extreme temperatures involved. At
least one such system has successfully

operated; others may possibly be in

use.

Research has also gone into the

TYPICAL LIQUID-PROPELLANT APU

COMBUSTION

CHAMBER

5"
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IGNITER
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TURBINE

HYDRAULIC

PUMP

A-C POWER

HYDRAULIC
POWER

possible use of hot-gas servos—a sys I

tern whereby direct use is made of e I

ergy from a secondary or primary pr
pellant. Such a system could be uss

in place of hydraulic power but wou
be no substitute where electrical enerj

is needed.

Claiming to be the largest mam
facturer of APU's in the business, Ga
rett Corporation's AiResearch Mam
facturing Division started work in th

field in 1950. Current work includ<

units for Terrier, Falcon, Nike-Herci

les, Nike-Zeus, Polaris, Quail, and a

unspecified Navy missile. They ai

working on two WADC contracts fc

advanced space APU's—one using

solar energy source and the other

nuclear unit.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge hi

several units now in operational mi*
siles and others under developmen

They are producing a solid-propellar
I

unit for the advanced Terrier BT- j

which is actually a double system. Th
hydraulic side produces approximate!

seven horsepower and the other aboi

one kilowatt.

• Hydrazine APU—Their long-dui

ation hydrazine APU for the Bomar
produces approximately 40 horsepowE

hydraulic and eight kilowatts electr

cal. This unit features completely seale

fuel tanks which can be stored uf

wards of two years. TRW last wee
introduced the first in a propose

series of solid-propellant multi-outpi

electrical units which can be stored fo

as long as five years. They have als

produced a solid-propellant turbc

hydraulic pump, capable of about 1

horsepower output, for an unspecified

missile. About half of TRW's unit

use solid and the other half liqui>

propellants.

Vickers Incorporated, in an exten

sion of their work on hydraulii

equipment, has just developed a uniqu

hot-gas driven motor pump for us

as an APU. This unit operates at mod
erate rotational speeds (6500-18,201

rpm) and produces Vi hp at 1500 ps

and up to 66 hp at 3000 psi. The mo
tor has reportedly been successful!

tested using a hydrogen-oxygen fue

with combustion temperatures of ove

5000 °F. Because of its high tempera

ture capability, the unit may be rui

from either propellant-generated gase

or directly from the prime propulsioi

system.

The X-15 manned missile uses tw<

40 hp hydrogen peroxide APU's whicl

produce both hydraulic and electrica

power. These units, built by Genera

Electric, have an operation cycle u{

to 30 minutes and a designed life o

150 hours. Turbine speed is 51,201

rpm. Hydraulic pad speed is 3925 rpn

and alternator pad speed 12,000 rpm

Aerojet-General's Turbomachinerj
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DICKERS hot-gas motorpump. Unit

ihown, smallest in series, is capable of

|.9 hp and weighs only 2.5 pounds.

foivision, devoted entirely to APU
vork, has produced a hydrazine-fueled

pit which develops approximately 30

lip. This unit, scheduled for the Titan,

liolds frequency and voltage varia-

tions to 0.25%. It has been test run

for periods up to Wa hours.

A different type of APU used for

ixtremely short-duration maximum-
force power in many missile applica-

lions is the cartridge-actuated device

fCAD). This device, which uses the

lontrolled power of an explosion, can

iroduce 50-100,000 ft-lbs per lb of

weight. They are actuated mechanically

Iby a firing pin) or by heavy currents

I
two amps or more). They are used

|o activate batteries, engage and dis-

engage gear trains, open and close

pitches and valves, separate com-

ponents, shear cables and membranes,

ind unlatch aircraft missile launchers.

Other firms important in APU busi-

ness include Hughes, Raytheon, and

iundstrand.

JIAX Units Expected to

pplace Semiconductors

I Los Angeles—A new microminia-

lure computer element capable of

operational speeds up to 20 megacycles

(per second has been developed here by
Veronutronic Division of Ford Motor
Company. So small that more than

fiOOO can be held in a man's hand, the

[dements are expected to result in

faster, smaller, and cheaper computing
bquipment.

Called the BIAX, the units are

mail (50 x 50 x 85 mils) bars of

ierrite magnetic material presently be-

ng produced as memory elements and
logic devices.

Several advantages are claimed for

'he BIAX elements over the semi-

conductor devices they reportedly will

replace in the next generation of com-
puters. They operate over a wide tem-

perature range—from below freezing

to 125°C. They have low thermal con-

ductivity and are not affected by radia-

tion. Units are relatively inexpensive

to produce and reduce the number of

solder connections in a typical com-
puter by a factor of 10-100 and the

number of connectors by a factor of

ten or more. According to the com-
pany, an extremely high packing

density may be achieved with the tiny

units: 200 flip-flops and 3000 gates

—

the equivalent of 15-20,000 semicon-

ductors—in one-tenth cubic foot.

The basic concept of BIAX is that

of flux interference between ortho-

gonal magnetic fields. This is accom-

plished by means of two 20-mil ortho-

gonal holes through the elements. The
flux interference takes place in the

magnetic material between the holes.

Because of the orthogonality, no

normal magnetic coupling occurs be-

tween conductors associated with the

two holes.

The spacing between the holes de-

termines whether the flux interference

is destructive or nondestructive. Non-
destructive elements are used in

memory applications and the destruc-

tive element in logic circuitry. In the

memory elements, one of the holes

acts as the storage axis while the other

acts as the nondestructive interrogate

axis. The logical element uses the same

TYPICAL BIAX array for an electronic

digital computer memory unit, this

printed circuit card contains more than

300 BIAX elements.

hole technique except that the holes

are extremely close together.

In memory element applications,

BIAX provides a very rapid random
access memory unit. Elements have

been interrogated over 100 billion times

at a ten mc rate with no loss in out-

put signal.

Aeronutronic has five military con-

tracts for equipment using the BIAX
technique. Work is classified and no

details are available.

Expanding the Frontiers

of Space Technology in

RECONNAISSANCE

Lockheed Missiles and Space

Division activities in reconnais-

sance are among the most ad-

vanced in industry. They include

such areas as radar, optics, infra-

red and television. Work in the

fields of radar and data link is

concerned with research, design

and development of systems and
equipment for missile tracking,

command guidance, detection

and relay of information. Noise
modulation techniques are under

study as part of statistical com-
munication theory and imple-

mentation of automatic space

communication systems. Of
special significance is the de-

velopment of a radar firing error

indicator that measures the inter-

cept trajectory between target

and attacking missile.

Solid state work in infrared

embraces the development of

new systems and subsystems for

long range infrared communica-
tions, surveillance, range findings

and target tracking. Considerable

work is being conducted in

optical devices and systems em-
ploying optics. Capability in this

area also extends to scanners,

encoders, detectors, read-out
devices, and analytics of infor-

mation processing.

ENGINEERS AND
SCIENTISTS

Lockheed's programs reach far

into the future and deal with

unknown and stimulating envi-

ronments. If you are experienced

in work related to the above
areas, you are invited to share

in the future of a company that

has an outstanding record of
achievement and make aii im-

portant individual contribution

to your country's progress in the

race for space. Write: Research

and Development Staff, Dept.

H-2-29, 962 W. El Camino Real,

Sunnyvale. California. U.S.
citizenship required.

Lockheed
MISSILES AND SPACE

DIVISION

Systems Manager for the

Navy POLARIS FBM,
DISCOVERER SATELLITE,

Army KINGFISHER,
Air Force Q-5 and X-7

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO, VAN NUVS.
SANTA CRUZ, SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA
ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO » HAWAII
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missiles and rockets

nd ANNUAL

MISSILE

SUPPORT

ISSUE
SEPTEMBER 21, 1959

From the magazine which is first and best in

Missile Support— the most accurate picture

available of the tremendous Missile Support
field, which takes a big slice of every missile

dollar. Penetrating articles and reports by
recognized experts and experienced M/R staff

members help you reach the heart of this multi-

billion dollar market . . . through the pages of

the technical/news weekly of the missile/space

industry. Contact your missiles and rockets

representative today, and find out how you can
put your sales message before the men who
make the important decisions concerning Sup-
port System equipment and capability.

NEW YORK CITY: 20 East 46th Street YUkon 6-3900 . DETROIT: 201 Stephenson Bldg. TRinity 5-2555 • CHICAGO:
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The Atlantic Ocean is the office of the

Pan Am Engineer. Our Guided Mis-

siles Range Division assists the Air

Force in management, operation and

maintenance of the Atlantic Missile

Range. From our Division Head-

quarters at Cocoa Beach, Florida, to

Cape Canaveral, the Bahamas, Ascen-

sion Island and beyond, members of

our technical staff work and live by

the sea.

Other creative engineers and

scientists will find unique opportuni-

ties for professional achievement by

the Atlantic Ocean with Pan Am. Ad-

dress Mr. J. B. Appledorn, Director

of Technical Employment, Dept. B-10.

Guided Missiles Range Division.

Patrick Air Force Base, Florida



If your career needs

care and feeding . .

.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY

MISSILES AND SPACE SYSTEMS

has immediate openings

in the following fields-

Electrical and Electronics:

Control System Analysis & Design

Antenna & Radome Design

Radar System Analysis and Design

Instrumentation

Equipment Installation

Test Procedures

Logic Design

Power System Design

Mechanical Engineering -
Analysis and Design of the following:

Servo Units

Hydraulic Power Systems
Air Conditioning Systems
Missile Launcher Systems
Propulsion Units and Systems
Auxiliary Power Supplies

Aeronautical Engineering:

Aerodynamic Design

Advanced Aerodynamic Study

Aerodynamic Heating

Structural Analysis

Strength Testing

Dynamic Analysis of Flutter

and Vibration

Aeroelasticity

Design of Complex Structure

Trajectory Analysis

Space Mechanics
Welding
Metallurgy

Physics and Mathematics:

Experimental Thermodynamics
General Advanced Analysis in

all fields

Computer Application Analysis

Computer Programming and
Analysis

Mathematical Analysis

For full information

write to:

Mr. C. C. LaVene

Box 620-R

Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

Santa Monica, Calif.

missile business . .

.

By WILLIAM E. HOWARD

It won't happen overnight, but the Army holds promise of be-

coming a considerably bigger market for basic and applied research

work. Chief agitator for broadening industrial participation is Lt.

Gen. Arthur C. Trudeau, chief of Army R&D. For some time now
Trudeau has been calling for a step-up in basic research, which
presently is funded to the tune of 5% of the Army's $9 billion

budget. Applied R&D gets 45%

.

In anticipation of a bigger program . . .

Trudeau's office is now in the process of preparing—for industry

—

a classified document detailing long-range Army research goals and
problem areas, in which private research is needed. This document
won't be ready for several months—perhaps not until next year.

However, it should be an extremely useful guide when it appears

—

and well worth ordering in advance.

Even if Army research funding is not increased . . .

industry's share of the total may be greater. The Army is showing

a tendency to break more and more research out of government
arsenals. Maj. Gen. August Schomberg, deputy Chief of Ordnance,

says that today his agency is spending about 20% of its money in-

house, with 80% going to industrial plants and non-profit institutions.

Areas in which Trudeau sees a real need . . .

include "unexplored" alloys—to find those that will be stronger,

more heat-resistant and lighter—and electronics. The Army is look-

ing for surveillance drones to penetrate enemy air space and be

capable of sending back information via infrared, radar, photo-

graphic film or television. And it is re-emphasizing aircraft that are

"low and slow" and can take off like a helicopter. This area may be

wide open for propulsion techniques that are being developed for

rockets.

Just off the press is a new Air Force booklet . . .

telling about the broad applied research interests of the Air Research

and Development Command—and how individual companies can go
after contracts. The booklet (obtainable from ARDC at Andrews
AFB) is called: "Applied Research Planning Document Release Pro-

gram." As the title implies, this publication is a reference guide to

applied research areas and contains applications for getting planning

documents in specific areas such as propulsion, electronics, and metals.

These documents—like the Army's—are classified . . .

and companies must show a "need-to-know" to get them. This may
present a problem for firms seeking to break into the defense re-

search field. The documents are classified because they actually define

the military problems involved and why the particular service wants

to solve them. As such, they are a fair indicator of our technological

progress and would be useful to Moscow.

Small business vs. big business over defense contracts . .

.

is heading for a showdown in the next session of Congress. The
tussle will come over S. 2487 introduced by Sen. George Smathers

(D-Fla.), chairman of the Senate Small Business Procurement Sub-

committee which investigated "abuses" by large contractors. Smathers

contends several large contractors are guilty of pirating engineering

know-how from small firms and are making more and more com-
ponents themselves, rather than subcontracting items.

Coming up before Senate Armed Services Committee . . .

Smathers' bill would provide for more careful screening and contract

review by the Small Business Administration of agreements letting

private industry use government-owned production equipment; re-

quire a fair market rental on such facilities; keep SBA fully in-

formed of major contracts for subcontract opportunities; limit prime

contractor profit on subcontracts to actual work performed; and re-

quire breakout of components and large segments of weapon systems

from prime contracts into open competition. Biggest objector to this

proposal very likely will be the Defense Department. It may be an

interesting battle.
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It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way.

Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction

of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the

reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including

all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system

utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like

THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test

to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas

is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles,

space systems and their supporting equipment. Some immediate openings

are described on the facing page. Please read it carefully.

Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation

requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space

probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of DOUGLAS
[SSILE SYSTEMS SPACE SYSTEMS MILITARY AIRCRAFT JETLINERS CARGO TRANSPORTS AIRCOMB GROUND-HANDLING EQUIPMENT
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contracts

MISCELLANEOUS
$1,000,000—Giannini Controls Corp., Pasadena, for precision free
and rate gyroscopes. (Two contracts, one from Bendix Products
Div., Mishawaka, Ind., and from The Martin Co.)

NAVY
$71,237—The Aro Equipment Corp., Bryan, Ohio, for MD-1 and
MD-2 oxygen regulators.

AIR FORCE
$73,360—Avco Corp., Research and Advanced Development Div.,

for research and development of an advanced design re-entry
vehicle nose cone for the Titan ICBM.

$4.500,000—Kearfott Co., Inc., Little Falls, N.J.. subsidiary of
General Precision Equipment Corp., for production of attitude
Coordinate Converter Systems and related equipment used to
provide the Bomarc Interceptor with directional control signals.
(Subcontract from Boeing Airplane Co., Pilotless Aircraft Division,
Seattle.)

$980,680—McDonnell Aircraft Corp., for design and fabrication of
an airframe part made of refractory metals to withstand space
travel temperatures.

$500,000—Coleman Engineering Co., Torrance, Calif., for QAM-77
Hound Dog engineering, tooling and production of positioning
and transportation trailers and associated hardware.

$225,000—Eitel McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, Calif., for trans-
mitting tirode electron tubes.

$78,868—General Electric Co., Utica, N.Y., for study of disturbances
In radio reception associated with passage of orbital bodies.

$57,200—Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N.Y., for various electron tubes.

$50,000—Leach Corp., Compton, Calif., for development of instru-
mentation system to help probe the earth's upper atmosphere.

$30,075—Telechrome Mfg. Corp., Amityville, N.Y., for telemetering
transmitters.

$25,256—Westinghouse Electric Corp., Elmira, N.Y., for electron
tubes.

ARMY
$3,989,999—Kaiser Steel Corp., Los Angeles, for construction of f

305-foot self-propelled tower for erecting and servicing Saturi
missiles.

$3,641,280—H. B. Zachry Co., San Antonio, Tex., for range instru
mentation facilities, White Sands Missile Range.

$2,512,495—John H. Sellen Construction Co., Seattle, for construe
tion of Bomarc facilities at Paine AFB.

$2,496,759—Donald M. Drake, Portland, Ore., for construction of
j

Bomarc facility at Adams AFB.

$2,456,792—Montgomery, Ross & Fisher, Los Angeles, for construe
tion of a Bomarc facility at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.

$1,952,873—Lawless and Alford, Austin, Tex. for construction o
Nike-Hercules facilities at Bergstrom AFB.

$1,674,830—Browning Construction Co., San Antonio, Texas, fo
construction of Nike-Hercules facilities at Dyess AFB.

$1,657,000—George A. Rutherford, Inc., Albuquerque, N.M., for con
struction of a Nike-Hercules facility at Walker AFB, Roswell, N.M

$450,000—Telecomputing Corporation, Los Angeles, for the manu
facture of nuclear warhead testers.

$198,271—Sperry Utah Lab. Div., Sperry Rand Corp., N.Y., fo

radar set.

$104,806—Western Electric Co., Inc., N.Y. for electron tubes.

$84,037—Radioplane, Div. of Northrop Corp., Van Nuys, for dron
system, low-speed.

$75,000—General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y., for research and de
velopment leading to the establishment of designs for solid stat

reciprocal and non-reciprocal niters, transformers and delay line

and the fabrication samples.

$72,713—McCullough, Inc., San Carlos, Calif., for electron tubes.

$67,095—Radio Corp. of America, Electron Tube Div., Harrisor

N.J., for electron tubes.

$55,249—General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y., for electron tube)

BENDIX SR RACK

AND PANEL CONNECTOR
with outstanding resistance

to vibration

The Bendix type SR rack and panel electrical connector

provides exceptional resistance to vibration. The low

engagement force gives it a decided advantage over

existing connectors of this type.

Adding to the efficiency of this rack and panel con-

nector is the performance-proven Bendix "clip-type"

closed entry socket. Insert patterns are available to

mate with existing equipment in the field.

Available in general duty, pressurized or potted

types, each with temperature range of —67°F to +257°F.
Here, indeed, is another outstanding Bendix product

that should be your first choice in rack and panel

connectors.

SCINTILLA DIVISION
SIDNEY, NEW YORK

Export Sales and Service: Bendix International Div., 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y-
Canadian Affiliates: Aviation Electric Ltd., 200 Laurentien Blvd., Montreal 9, Quebec.

Factory Branch Offices: Burbank, Calif.; Orlando, Florida; Chicago, Illinois; Teaneck, New Jersey; Dallas, Texas; Seattle, Washington; Washington, D. C.
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Energy conversion is our business

A method of doing work?

A change of state?

Regimentation of random motion?

Organized degradation of matter?

Is it reversible?

Because we are constantly preoccupied

with energy conversion, we are interested

in energy in all its forms — solar, nuclear,

thermal, mass, magnetic, electrical, me-
chanical and radiant.

And in our attempts to convert one form of

energy into any other form , we search for

methods which will give us the greatest

amount of energy output from the smallest

possible input.

To aid us in our efforts, we call on a myriad
of talents and capabilities: General Motors
Corporation, its Divisions, other individuals

and organizations. By applying this sys-

tems engineering concept to new projects,

we increase the effectiveness with which
we accomplish our mission — exploring
the needs of advanced propulsion and
weapons systems.

LISON
Division of General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana
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Is the answer to your

HEAT EXCHANGER

WHE photographic compilation above is important to you.

It is concrete evidence that among Dunham-Bush Inner-Fin

Heat Exchanger equipment you will find the unit which best meets
your particular design and performance demands, whether for air-

borne, ground support, lubricant, missile, computer, or air condi-

tioning system cooling.

Patented Inner-Fin coils make the vital space-saving differ-

ence. They reduce a unit's coil size by as much as 60%, yet they

maintain the same air and liquid pressure drops through the coil

as does a standard finned tube coil which needs much more space.

The answer to your heat transfer problem . . . critical or

common ... is available to you from Dunham-Bush, where product

precision and engineering insight combine to satisfy the air condi-

tioning, refrigeration, and heating needs of our growing space-age

industry.

AIR CONDITIONING

DUnHflfTl/BUSH
REFRIGERATION

HEATING HEAT TRANSFER

Dunham-Bush, Inc.
WEST HARTFORD 10, • CONNECTICUT, • U.S.A.

SALES OFFICES IOCATCD tN PRINCIPAL CITlll
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(continued from page 15)

E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co. Inc. i

planning to give major attention t<l

high-temperature metals at its new re

search center now a-building at Balul

more ... At St. Louis, Monsand
Chemical is starting construction of ;!

plant to produce ultra-pure silicon—foj

semiconductors . . . Solid-state physics
j

theory of metal binds, the structure o
plastics and other research will be exf

panded into a new facility being erecteij

by Union Carbide Research Institut

near Tarrytown, N.Y. It will be read;!

late next year . . . Avco has come U]|

with a small plasma generator for flam I

spraying ceramics at 15,000°F. Prodi

uct is similar to devices developed b;j

General Electric's Rocket Engine Sec!

tion and by Giannini Plasmadyn
Corp., which developed the first pre!

duction plasma sprayer.

AF, Navy Cutting Off

Boron Fuel Production

Production of boron-type fuel!

appears to be all but dead. The Ail

Force has cancelled the scheduled

opening next month of a $45 millioif

plant at Model City, N.Y., when
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. wa!

getting ready to produce high energl

fuels developed at a cost of $55 milliorj

The Navy also is ready to shu

down its $37 million Callery Chemical

plant at Muskogee, Okla., the onlf

other DOD plant concerned with high!

energy compounds. Earlier this summejj

the Navy cancelled a boron prograrfi

with Metal Hydrides, Beverly, Masi|

The AF also cancelled the General

Electric Co. J93-5 boron-fueled jel

engine being developed for the B-7|

at a cost of $10 million. B-70, whic
j

may be scratched, will now use cor

!

ventional fuels. (See story on p. 48.)

Actual cents-per-hour wage ill

creases to be sought jointly by th

IAM-UAW in the missile/ aircraft ir|

dustry next year will be decided at
j]

"price tag" conference of the tw|

unions later this year. A 15-cent pej

hour hike may be under consideration

Latest scientific apparatus to b|

subjected to miniaturization—the masl

spectrometer—will make a truly sift!

nificant transition. A unit being del

signed for a 35-inch satellite by Con|

solidated Systems Corp. will occup
|

only one-half cubic foot and weigh ll

pounds. Standard spectrometers use

|

in oil refineries weigh four tons an<l|

require an entire small room. Thffl

smallest previous model was a deskj|

type unit weighing 115 pounds. Twi
of the new spectrometers will bl

orbited in a NASA satellite to gain al

accurate analysis and measurement c

the exosphere between 150 and 60'
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miles above the earth. Launching is

scheduled for 1961.

Army's new satellite-tracking sta-

tion, atop Madkin Mountain at Red-
kone Arsenal, went into operation last

Week. The installation will track ABMA
Satellites launched under the direction

bf NASA.
1 Antennas include two 108 mc col-

inear arrays, a steerable 20 mc beam
Vagi, and three simple dipoles. The
108 mc units measure 20 x 20 feet

Wi stand 27 feet high. One is polar-

feed horizontally and the other verti-

bally.

The station also includes receiv-
!ng and recording equipment, digit-

izers, automatic teletypewriter to trans-

bait tracking data to the ABMA Com-
mutation Laboratory, and an automatic
graphic recorder. The antennas, from
their 1250-foot mountaintop site, can
track satellites anywhere above one-
Jegree elevation.

Two Minuteman Silos

Being Built at Cape
]

Launching facilities for Boeing
Minuteman—including two under-
ground silos—will be built at Cape
Canaveral during the next nine months
jjnder a $5.3 million contract.

The reinforced concrete silos will

pe approximately 90 feet deep and 26
feet in diameter. Both launching com-
plexes will also include domed block-

houses, instrumentation and launch
.support buildings, underground check-
put and transformer rooms and two
J 480-foot service tower tracks,

j
In addition there will be assembly

facilities consisting of one inspection

and assembly support building, two
paissile assembly buildings and two
engine receiving and inspection build-

ings. Specs also call for two engine
storage and one missile storage build-

ing, some hangar alterations and ex-

tensive exterior electrical work. Con-
tactor for the Corps of Engineers is

I he George A. Fuller Co., Atlanta.

iendix Eagle Team
Contractor lineup for the Navy's

ong-range air-to-air Eagle missile now
ncludes in addition to Bendix Avia-
>ion, the prime: Grumman Aircraft

! Engineering Corp., Bethpage, L.I.

i.major sub for airframe, propulsion
! system, launching and support equip-

ment); Sanders Associates, Nashua,
S.K. (seeker); Litton Industries, Bever-
tw Hills, Calif, (tactical computer); Air
j^rm Division, Westinghouse Corp.,

I Baltimore (airborne intercept radar),

r. |3endix's Research Laboratories Divi-
i [lion, Detroit, will develop electronic

t juidance and its Pacific Division,

! Vorth Hollywood, Calif., will design

j
and produce subsystems and perform

firiissile assembly and tests.

Mr. Customer is always the most important visitor to

Grand Central Rocket Co.; his first question is most

pertinent.

"How is my problem to be handled by your com-
pany?"
We have a to-the-point answer:

The day Mr. Customer sends his letter of intent, a

full-time Project Manager is assigned.

He reviews the proposal, makes a budget study, sets

a work schedule, directs preparation of a contract and

assembles a staff.

He reaches into Engineering for the most experience

in Mr. Customer's type project. He searches R :& D,

Manufacturing and Test for precisely the right people

for all jobs.

By the time the Customer's contract is here, our

Project Manager is in business. He is ready and
equipped to be Mr. Grand Central Rocket to Mr.

Customer. Throughout the plant, he is respected as

Mr. Customer himself.

Thus, our customer deals with a single-point contact

who reports at vice president level. Mr. Customer
never has to wait for a decision on his project.

Management instructions to the Project Manager

i

are unique: Provide your customer with the intent of

his requirements— within legal limitations!

We are proud of this position at Grand Central. It is

a distinct advantage to our customer when contrasted

with a common method of operation— rigid adherence

to legal language as the prime requisite while secon-

darily fulfilling the customer's needs.

Recently we have added new strength to an already

strong Project Management staff. Grand Central

Rocket's Project Managers are men with the highest

technical ability, veteran experience in solid motors

and propellants— men of integrity.

We know you will find Grand Central Rocket's

Streamlined Project Management system a time-saver,

a money-saver and an incentive to permanent customer

relationships.

John J. Crowley, Vice President

Project Management and Marketing

(// you have the qualifications that a fast-

moving space propulsion team needs,

contact our Director, Personnel. Open-
ings now for chemists and engineers.)

m
An Affiliate of Tennessee Gas Transmission Company

And Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation

P.O. Box 1 1 1 Telephone : PYromid 3-221

1
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Engineering and management

opportunities in...

RCA SYSTEMS

SUPPORT PROJECTS

RCA offers expanding opportunities in Weapon Systems

Support projects. This work involves program planning,

advanced operations analysis, systems analysis, equipment

development and design, and systems integration. Experi-

ence is desired in the many areas of systems support

—

checkout and test equipment, logistics, and training.

Exceptionally fine professional and management positions

are available to EE's, ME's, Mathematicians, and Physi-

cists with at least five years of experience.

Salaries are excellent; opportunities for advancement, un-

limited. Benefits are among the best in the industry.

Several current Systems Support Project areas are:

Military and civil digital communications systems

Aircraft electronics systems

Missile systems

Space vehicles and space stations

FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING

MANAGEMENT:

Please send complete resume to:

Mr. C. B. Gordon

RCA, Box Z-22HA
Professional Employment

Building 10-1

Camden 2, NJ.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Defense Electronic Products



Control Data Corp. has announced

promotions of the following men who
jwere among the founders of the com-

,bany when it was established in 1957.

Seymour R. Cray, formerly associate

airector of engineering becomes engi-

neering director of the Computer Di-

vision. William R. Keye has been elected

^ice president for Research and Engineer-

ing. Prior to joining CDC, he held engi-

neering positions with Radio Corp. of

America, Airborne Instruments Labora-

ory, Inc., Engineering Research Asso-

;iates, and Remington Rand Univac

Vhere he was director of Product De-
sign for commercial computer programs.

Gilbert N. Rosa has been elected a

member of the

board of directors

of Statham Instru-

ments Inc., Los
Angeles manufac-
turer of transducers.

Rosa's elevation to

a directorship, ac-

cording to the com-
pany, is part of a

long-range expan-

sion plan.ROSA

Aerojet-General Corp.'s Liquid Rocket

Plant, has an-

nounced that Her-

man L. Coplen, Jr.,

left the Systems and
Control Depart-
ment which he

headed to join the

Advanced Research
Projects Agency in

Washington, D.C.
He will specialize

in space researchCOPLEN
jnd in ballistic missile evaluation. Coplen,

13, joined the company in 1943 in Azusa,

jyas active in the development of liquid

ijuel assist take off rockets for the Air

force F-84 and the B-47 and pioneered
hany programs now vital to the Space

Andrew C. Bayle has been elected

lice-president—Engineering by the di-

rectors of the Waltham Precision In-

trument Co. (formerly Waltham Watch),

lefore joining Waltham Precision Bayle
bent several years at Vectron, Inc. where
||e was chief engineer and assistant to the

President.

J
Appointment of William F. Hurst

as Director of

Quality Control at

the Leach Corp.

Compton facilities

has been announced.

Hurst will be re-

sponsible for all

x .-Jw •
quality control ac-

""tf/r tivities at the Inet

% and Special Prod-

ucts Division, in-

cluding the develop-HURST
jient and management of a total quality

•ontrol plan. He was formerly director

}f Quality Control at Hallamore Elec-

ironics Co.

... an advanced system program

for better professional personnel

As the symbol of our Navy's air-to-air advanced weapon system

concept, the Eagle presents a new challenge to senior professional

personnel in technical and management fields.

Bendix Aviation Corporation will develop the Eagle long-range

missile system. The Bendix Systems Division of Ann Arbor, Michigan

with laboratories also in Van Nuys, California holds the prime system

management and engineering responsibility.

Specifically, Bendix Systems Division has opportunities for the

following personnel in Michigan and California—project supervisors

and engineers in:

• missile guidance and control

• weights and aerodynamics

• airborne radar and computers

• countermeasures

• displays and human factors

• systems analysis

Working with top men in these fields at Bendix Systems Division, you

will find conditions ideal for personal achievement and pleasant living.

If you are interested and qualified, please write Bendix Systems

Division, Department K8-17, Ann Arbor, Michigan, or Van Nuys,

California.

Bendix Systems Division
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
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NEW VOUGHT PROJECTS
OFFER CAREER APPEAL

TO CREATIVE MEN

Space, ASW, and weapon system work
at Vought requires continuous R & D in

methods and materials, structures and

design. These projects have prompted
exploratory work in the following areas:

Structures (Supersonic and Hypersonic)

Heat transfer, thermal stress and deflec-

tion analysis, and stress analysis using

high-speed computers.

Manufacturing R&D
Welding and brazing of super alloys

and exotics; advanced forming and cut-

ting studies; prediction of metal
fabricability.

Industrial Engineering

Project estimating, work sampling, line

load and balance, and packaging and

installation of new procedures.

Antisubmarine Warfare

Studies of detection and classification

techniques involving Acoustics, Geo-

magnetism, Geophysics, Electromagnet-

ics, Electrochemistry, Math.

Engineering Planning

Man-hour and budget forecasting, and

project planning and scheduling.

Product Design

Automatic escape devices, atmospher-

ically sound cockpits and advanced
instrument displays for space pilot, crew.

Flight Test Instrumentation

R & D in new techniques for electronic

gathering and reducing of flight test

data.

Aerodynamics

Wind tunnel and model work
employing Vought's 3,800-mph high-

speed wind tunnel and new "high-

temperature" laboratory.

Qualified applicants are invited to write:

J. W. Larson

Ass't Chief Engineer, Administrative

Dept. P-15

44

propulsion engineering . .

.

By M/R STAFF

Suppress combustion instability . . .

in solid propellant motors by one of these three methods: Damping,
acoustic interference, additives. This is the gist of a paper by
E. W. Price, presented at the 9th International Astronautics Congress.

Price discusses the three most effective and practicable methods of

suppressing instability. "Damping" refers to viscous damping and
temperature damping. "Acoustic interference" makes use of geom-
etries that preclude easy excitation of natural modes of the com-
bustion chamber. "Additives" considered by Price are suppressants

such as aluminum oxide or carbon which block excitations.

The paper also discusses . . .

the various ways in which combustion instability shows itself and
the conditions under which it occurs. Price also discusses the

mechanism of combustion instability, the phase relations that permit

excitation and methods for detecting instability.

European hydrogen peroxide capacity . . .

expands with the announcement of an addition to Elfa, Ltd., Electro-

chemical Works at Aarau, Switzerland. The new facilities are

"Americanized" in that they incorporate designs and techniques used

by Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation's Becco Chemical
Division plants at Buffalo, N.Y., and Vancouver, Wash. It is an
electrolytic process. Elfa does not have European missile industry

or U.S. missile bases in mind as immediate markets—output will

go to the textile, paper, and chemical industries for use as a

bleach, plasticizer and chemical process intermediate. Output will be

far below the 90%+ H
2 2

needed for missiles, but the capability

will be there if needed.

Synthetic lubricants . . .

for use at high temperatures are among the potential uses that

Union Carbide Corporation sees for its new wo-decanoic acid—

a

mixture of isomers. Other potential applications are as a plasticizer,

defoamer or corrosion inhibitor. Its boiling point (760 mm) is 254°C.

It sets to a glass below -60°C. Price right now is 32tf per pound
in tank car lots.

Metallic lithium and derivatives . . .

formerly shipped from Lithium Corporation's Minneapolis plant will

be shipped from Bessemer City, N.C., beginning in January. Lithium

Corp. plans to save $500,000 to $1 million a year by moving
everything to its North Carolina facility. The Bessemer City unit,

now valued at $7 million, will be expanded; research labs and pilot

plants will be added.

Investigating boron?

Boron derivatives are not entirely out of the fuels picture and some
firms are either continuing their investigations or starting new ones

in the hope of finding a way to salvage work already done. The
Oak Ridge National Laboratory makes new types of fundamental

studies possible by releasing research quantities of boron containing

92% B10 which can be traced through reactions. ORNL also an-

nounces availability of special boron compounds made up with B-10.

Russian missile industry chemists . . .

have the same interests and are working on the same projects as

are U.S. missile chemists. Examples: T.V. Antipina and E.N.

Avdonina are studying the influence of boron fluoride on the cat-

alytic activity of aluminum oxide and alumosilicates. N.A. Slavin-

skaia, S.A. Kamenetskaia, and S. Ia. Pshezhetskii are studying the

effect of ozone on combustion of hydrocarbons.
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RELIABILITY

is what determines the suc-

cess or failure of any

weapon system at launch

and during flight. Here at

the Missile Division of

North American Aviation,

we are constantly striving

to improve this most vital

state of the art through

analysis and evaluation of

environmental criteria,

system design analysis,

statistical test programs,

and other advanced relia-

bility techniques. Engi-

neers and statisticians

with a minimum of five

years full time related

experience in aircraft or

missile engineering will

find this a most stimulat-

ing career in present and

future efforts under de-

velopment.

Write or send resume to:

B. H. Cunningham, Mgr.

Employment Services

12214 Lakewood Blvd.

Downey, California

MISSILE
DIVISION ^
North American Aviation, Inc.

Project Tepee May Cost

Less, Outperform BMEWS
Washington—Project Tepee—the

Navy's missile warning system—could

make the vast multimillion-dollar

BMEWS system obsolete.

However, it would not necessarily

eliminate the need for Midas—the

early-warning satellite.

Tepee, now under R&D, is con-

sidered capable of detecting the firing

of Soviet missiles seconds after launch-

ing. That would give about 30 minutes

warning time.

BMEWS will be able to detect on-

coming ICBM's when they are about

2500 miles away. That will mean about

15 minutes warning.

At best, therefore, BMEWS would

only provide a back stop for an op-

erational Tepee.

RCA's BMEWS is expected to cost

more than $1 billion. It probably will

be operational in about two years.

The Navy estimates that Tepee

is comparatively much cheaper and

far smaller than BMEWS. It possibly

could be operational in less than three

years.

Tepee—A development of Dr.

William J. Thaler of the Naval Re-

search Laboratory—is based on the

use of ionospheric backscatter from
high-frequency radar transmitters.

Navy scientists found that back-

scatter comes not only from the ground

but also from plasma clouds resulting

from the launching of a missile or

nuclear explosions.

• Success reported—Thaler and his

associates already have detected missile

launchings and nuclear explosions over

intercontinental ranges by using bread-

board equipment.

Moreover, the Navy has strongly

indicated that it has detected Soviet

missile launchings with Tepee. How-
ever, it stresses that the entire program

is only in the R&D stage.

Thaler says that no breakthroughs

are needed to perfect his system. He
said the work ahead is mainly in the

field of improving the quantity and

quality of the information that can be

obtained through the use of Tepee

so that ICBM's can be tracked.

Scientists at Stanford and Yale

Universities, ACF Industries and sev-

eral other laboratories have joined in

the research work. So far only about

$2.7 million has been spent or budgeted

for the program.

Tepee does not necessarily affect

the attractiveness of Lockheed's Midas

because the use of a satellite for early

warning also provides a possible

launching platform for trying to inter-

cept a missile once it is launched.

AMPEX:
turning point

for tape

Magnetic recording has reached

the point where a better tape, by
itself, can significantly improve

the performance of your equip-

ment. Anticipating this, Ampex
has developed its Instrumenta-

tion Tape to assure the highest

capability that the state of the

art requires.

Precision tape reliability comes
principally from the properties

of its coating. And Ampex com-

bines oxide preparation and care-

ful coating techniques with the

exclusive Ferro-Sheen process to

produce the smoothest, most co-

hesive, most uniform of precision

tapes. The result is measurably

higher signal-to-noise ratios, and
much less tape wear.

This, with its squared-up hyster-

esis curve, makes Ampex Instru-

mentation Tape ideal for all re-

cording systems : direct, FM-car-
rier, PDM, and NRZ-digital.

Ampex Instrumentation Tape is

available on hubs, NAB-type or

die-cast magnesium - alloy Preci-

sion Reels. Widths of %"
and 1" are standard on either

Mylar* or acetate base, in the fol-

lowing lengths, reel diameters,

and base thicknesses

:

AMPEX STANDARD TAPE LENGTHS (feet)

REEL BASE THICKNESS (mils)

DIAMETER .1.8 1.5

T 1800 1250

3600 2500

14" 7200 5000

For complete specifications or

additional tape literature, write

AMPEX
MAGNETIC TAPE
934 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.
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If the job calls for

TEFLON*
use R/M and be sure!

Minimize the risk of failure of a
"Teflon" part or component at a criti-

cal point by getting it from Raybestos-
Manhattan.
R/M has been in the forefront of

"Teflon" development from the be-
ginning. Our engineers know "Teflon"
... its unique characteristics, its vast
potentialities, how it can best serve the
needs of a particular industry. Our
production men have the know-how
and complete plant facilities to follow
through. You specify it; they fabri-
cate it.

We understand the complexities of
your problems—friction, extremes of
temperature, the corrosive action of
exotic fuels, etc.—and will give you
all possible aid in designing, molding
or machining the R/M parts or com-
ponents you need. Make R/M your
headquarters for all the "Teflon" prod-
ucts you need. Call upon your nearest
R/M district office for the cooperation
you require—or contact us direct.

R/M "Teflon" products for aircraft, missiles

and space vehicles include thin-wall tubing ( with

or without identifying stripe); flexible wire braid

covered "Teflon" hose; sheets, tape, rods and
tubes; rods, sheets and tubes in certified and
stress-relieved grades (X-ray films for sheets and
rods are available); centerless ground rods held

to very close tolerances.

*A Du Pont trademark

Explorer VI Gives NASA
New Tracking Capability

Washington—The successful I
eration of Explorer VI's 8000 soli

celled power system gives NASA t

capability of tracking deep space prob

over 50 million-mile distances.

A fall launching of Atlas Able J

is now scheduled as the first atteml

to utilize the Space Technology Labor
tones' power unit on a deep space m
sion.

Early data established Explorer V
142 lb. payload's apogee to be 26,4i

statute miles, and its perigee 156 si

tute miles. The period of orbit is

hrs., 46 min., during which the satelL

so far has travelled a total of 91,1-

miles. The orbit's angle of inclinatii

is 47° and the lifetime of the orbit

now predicted to be much more th;

one year.

Boosting Explorer IV into its hig

ly elliptical orbit was a three-stage Th

Able III. A five-pound solid "kiclj

rocket, which would have been utilizi;

if the perigee had proved insufficiet

may be used later to sustain the li

of the orbit.

The payload, developed under tl

direction of STL, carried 15 major e

periments designed to tell scientis

about the environment encounter*

over the long orbit, and to test prop

gation techniques over long distand

in space. Of particular interest was

IVi lb. scanning device designed J

relay a crude picture of the earth

cloud cover.

Companies contributing resean

and hardware to the Explorer VI <ij

periment, as listed by STL, included tl

Atlantic Research Corp., Engineer!

Magnetics, Gilfillan Bros., Hallamo

Electronics Co., Hoffman Electron!'

Inc., Motorola Inc., Radiation Int

Rantec Inc., Space Electronics Corf

Stanford University, University of Cb

cago, and the University of Minnesot

missiles and rockets, August 17, 19!

RAYBESTOS- MANHATTAN, INC.
PLASTIC PRODUCTS DIVISION FACTORIES: MANHEIM, PA.; PARAMOUNT, CALIF.

Contact your nearest R/M district office listed below for more information or

write to Plastic Products Division, Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., Manheim, Pa.

BIRMINGHAM 1 • CHICAGO 31 . CLEVELAND 16 • DALLAS 26 • DENVER 16 . DETROIT 2 HOUSTON 1

LOS ANGELES S8

PITTSBURGH 22 i

MINNEAPOLIS 16

SAN ERANCISCO 5

NEW ORLEANS 17 . PASSAIC . PHILADELPHIA 3

SEATTLE 4 . PETERBOROUGH. ONTARIO, CANADA

RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC., Engineered Plastics • Asbestos Textiles . Mechanical Packings • Industrial Rubber
Sintered Metal Products • Rubber Covered Equipment . Abrasive and Diamond Wheels • Brake Linings
Brake Blocks . Clutch Facings . Laundry Pads and Covers . Industrial Adhesives . Bowling Balls
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To insure the reliability of the missile, its positioning must be

accurately and cautiously handled. No matter what mode of

transportation, truck, rail, air or water, there are Western Gear

precision drives and related equipment engaged in the touchy and

delicate task of handling the mighty "birds." Moreover, Western Gear's

extensive experience and facilities enable the company to effectively

handle your system requirements.

For complete information on our capabilities and facilities, write on

your letterhead for Bulletin 5900.

WESTERN GEAR CORPORATION
Precision Products Division, P.O. Box 192, Lynwood, California
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Interested in Systems Engineering?

There are systems

...and systems

and TOTAL systems

in which the big bird and support

equipment may rank only

as a component.

This difference between systems can make

a big difference in your career

If YOU are qualified and interested in contributing to programs of

"total" scope, it will be of value to you to investigate current oppor-

tunities with General Electric's defense systems dept., whose

work lies primarily in providing total solutions to large scale defense

problems of the next 5, 10 and 20 years.

The work here lies almost entirely in the areas of systems engi-

neering and systems management.

Inquire about these positions:

Guidance Equation Engineers Systems Test Evaluation Engineers

Systems Logistics Engineers

Electronic Systems

Management Engineers

Operations Analysis Engineers

Systems Program Engineers

Data Processing Engineers

Engineering Psychologists

Radar Equipment Engineers

Weapons Analysis Engineers

Weapons Systems Integration

Engineers

Engineering Writers

Forward your confidential resume at an early date.

Whereas the grouith potential is evident — both for DSD and the

mi))))) engineers who join us — the positions we fill during these early

I

EH3
1

months will carry significant "ground-floor" benefits.

Write fully to Mr. E. A. Smith, Room 8-G.

Defense Systems Department

A Department of the Defense Electronics Division

GENERALfp ELECTRIC
300 South Geddes Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Pentagon Calls Halt to

HE Boron Fuels Program
Washington—Research and develi

opment work will be continued i

high-energy boron type fuels despiii

a decision by the Defense Departraei

to abandon plans for quantity produi

tion. However, indications are th;

this work will be dropped when cu
j

rent contracts run out.

The Air Force has research an|

development contracts which are coil

tinuing with Olin-Mathieson Chemici

Corp., Callery Chemical Corp.; AFll

Corp., a corporation owned by Amen
ican Potash Company; Food IVIachii

ery & Chemical Corp. and Nation;

Distillers; and Aerojet-Stauffer Chen
ical Co.

The difficulty with the fuel, ai

cording to informed sources, is that

is literally too hot and too expensh

to handle. Original plans called f(

using it first in aircraft and later i

ballistic missiles. As matters noi

stand, improvements in hydrocarbcj

fuels—and in chemical fuels producirl

a higher energy which are less crank

to handle—have resulted in by-passir

boron—at least for the time being.

As a result, the Air Force will ni

permit Olin-Mathieson to open i

newly completed Model City, N.H

plant which cost about $45 millioi

Similarly, the Navy will not allow til

almost-completed Callery Chemici

plant in Muskogee, Okla., to ope:s

The Callery plant cost the Navy f(|

land, plant and equipment aboii

$35,355;000. Since 1955, the Air For<|

has spent about about $55 million II

develop boron-type fuels. The Na\l

estimates its costs for research and &l

velopment, which started in 1952, ;]

about $122 million. The Navy's figunl

include plant and equipment. How til

AF and Navy plants will be usel

hasn't been decided.

• Changing Signals—Pentagon o:j

ficials are using the boron story l]

illustrate the current difficulty in prt|

viding firm research programs. Aboil

eight months ago, President EisenhowiJ

in a message to Congress cited tt|

boron high-energy fuel program as 4

major importance. He said the prtj

gram had a top national priority. Nov]

at least for the foreseeable futurj

there will be no quantity production <i

the fuel.

The big question is why more the

$200 million was spent before the d

cision came to write production ol

Answers may finally be forthcomirj

when a report now being prepared t

Arthur D. Little Company for tt

Secretary of Defense is made publj

in mid-September.

48 missiles and rockets, August 17, I9E
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Engineer writers who desire

an opportunity to match their

professional skills to the varied

challenges to be found in advanced system

engineering are invited to forward their resumes

in strict confidence to George Catlender, Div. 73-WG

HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT

GENERAL *

Court Street, Syracuse, New York

ELECTRIC
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-when and where-

AUGUST
Institute of Radio Engineers, Western

Electronic Show and Convention,

Cow Palace, San Francisco, Aug.

18-21.

AFOSR/Propulsion Research Division,

Directorate of Aeronautical Sciences

Office of Naval Research, Office of

Ordnance Research and National

Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion, Symposium on "The Dynamics

of Ionized Cases," Northwestern

University, Evanston, 111., Aug. 24-

25.

American Rocket Society, Gas Dy-
namics Symposium, Northwestern

University, Evanston, 111., Aug. 24-

26.

Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences'

National Specialists Meeting, A
Symposium on Anti-Submarine

Warfare, (classified), San Diego,

Calif., Aug. 24-26.

USAF's Ballistic Missile Division;

Space Technology Laboratories Inc.,

Fourth Symposium on Ballistic

Missile and Space Technology, Los

Angeles, Calif., Aug. 24-27.

International Commonwealth Space-

flight Symposium, Church House,

Westminster, London, England,

Aug. 27-29.
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editorial...

"he Benevolent

There must be a moral involved in the recent

bill passed by both houses of Congress, a bill which
requires Congressional authorization by program
for procurement of missiles, rockets and aircraft.

The moral is a little elusive but it probably concerns

itself with the fact that Congress in its own way
exercises a benevolent tyranny over the Army,
Navy and Air Force. Congress giveth and Congress

taketh away. And when an indulgent tyrant is

goaded to exasperation his benevolence more often

than not turns a little sour in hunting a remedy.

The Armed Services are still shuddering over

the one-vote margin which defeated a nonsensical

bill that would have prohibited any retired officer

from being employed by a defense industry. What
legislation will eventually be enacted to cover some
fairly loose military-industry practices in that area

is still in doubt.

But on the missiles, rockets and aircraft front

the military is now faced with a vertical financial

envelopment which is going to make previous budget

troubles—by comparison—seem like capturing Picca-

dilly Circus on a sunny Sunday afternoon.

For years the Armed Services Committees of

both houses have been complaining about the re-

programing activities of the services. In so many
words, this reprograming means getting money for

one thing and spending it for another. There are,

of course, restrictions. The Army cannot, for in-

stance, take money for tactical missiles and spend it

on reconnaissance aircraft. But they can take the

money appropriated for one tactical missile and
spend it on another. Just as the Air Force or the

Navy can, for example, cut back one program and
extend another—within the same category, say

missiles or aircraft. Money cannot be shifted out of

Research and Development—but it can be moved
all over the lot within R&D.

Now by the insidious and dangerous practice

of enacting a rider to the Military Construction

bill—dangerous because it is almost always done

in haste and without proper consideration—Congress

has enacted a measure designed to prevent such

shifting by requiring a program presentation of

missiles, rockets and aircraft production and pro-

curement each year.

How will this work out? Under almost any ar-

rangement it seems certain to double the time

spent by the military and defense officials who
defend the budget annually before the Congress.

Heretofore the Department of Defense has ap-

peared before two committees in defense of its

budget—the Appropriations Committees of the

House and the Senate. Now DOD and the Services

must first appear before the Armed Service Com-

ranny of Congress

mittees of each house, get an approved program
and then, in effect, take this program to the two
Appropriations Committees to get the money.

This procedure has long been required for the

military construction program because military con-

struction takes place in some congressman's district,

an event near and dear to his heart. Congress im-

posed the same restriction on the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. Each of these,

however, involves a much smaller program with

infinitely less detail than the multibillion-dollar

missiles, rockets and aircraft program with all its

complexities.

The exact procedures have not been spelled out

and probably will not be until after December 11

when the Army, Navy and Air Force have been

directed to tell the House and Senate Armed Serv-

ice Committees what their programs are and how
much each will cost. It is likely also that the actual

effect of the new law will not be felt until the

1962 budget. Then the Pentagon will be faced with

these difficulties, among others:

The sending up of a budget asking for a specific

number of missile, rocket and aircraft wings, groups,

squadrons, companies or perhaps flotillas, for a

given period. How detailed this must be—no one

knows for sure.

The problem of modernization and spares, since

they require long lead time.

The fact that the President's budget would
then cover only that part of the program to be

financed that one year.

The problem of timing, because the program
must be authorized before money can be appro-

priated; otherwise the money will be eliminated as

"out of order," as it recently was in the NASA
program.

Applying pressure to get the authorization bill

out before the end of the fiscal year—because other-

wise the continuing resolutions which allow the

Pentagon to continue to operate might not be legal

without the authorization.

Trying to figure what changes in budget format

will be necessary because the rider covers only

production and procurement—not development.

However, development testing is now included in

P & P funding.

What is to be gained from all this? It's a little

like the moral involved—somewhat unclear. Cer-

tainly it adds time and another complexity to an

already unbelievably drawn-out and complex missile,

rockets and aircraft procurement and production

program.

CLARKE NEWLON

50 missiles and rockets, August 17, I



En Garde I

Melpar is an arsenal of technology supplying

vital electronic elements linked to the nation's

alert, en garde defense posture. Advancing the

state of the electronic art is our mission — in-

volving original conception, design, expedited

production, and logistics support. Melpar equip-

ment is created and produced for world-wide

governmental, industrial and space application.

MELPAR ¥ inc
T

A SUBSIDIARY OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY
For details on provocative job openings in advanced scientific

engineering areas, write to: Professional Employment Supervisor

3S08 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia



SPACE

APPLICATIONS

OF

In space things are either black or light.

This almost total absence of degrees of intensity

between light and black presents unique problems

in illumination. Electroluminescence techniques ap-

plied in the initial systems considerations— of both

space and airborne vehicles— are being studied. The

resulting hardware represents significant develop-

ments in a new field.

A larger staff is being organized to augment existing

personnel and facilities. Senior and junior staff posi-

tions are open for scientists and engineers who have

experience in the areas listed on the right.

HUGHES

Optics

Light Transmission

Basic Phosphor Chemistry

Electroluminescent Panels

Insulating Materiah

Human Factors Engineering

Thin Dielectric Formulation

Electrical Measurements and Evaluation

Graduate scientists and engineers with

applicable backgrounds are invited

to submit a resume to

:

Mr. R. A. Martin, Supervisor

Professional Placement Staff

HUGHES RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Culver City 62, California
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